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'Feelingg & thinking in attitudes' 

doorr Helma van den Berg 

1.. The most exciting phrase to hear in science, the one that heralds new 
discoveries,, is not 'Eureka!' but 'That's funny...' {Isaac Asimov). 

2.. Better to study attitudes with a goal, than to study goals with an attitude 
{Ruud{Ruud Custers). .
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design. . 
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Imaginee you receive a letter. It is from the Department of Health. In the letter 

youu are asked to send it back with an answer indicating whether or not you 

wantt to become an organ donor. You decide to deal with it later. Three weeks 

later,, you meet up with some friends. At one point the discussion turns to organ 

donation.. "Of course everyone should be an organ donor" seems to be the 

opinionn of you and your friends. But then you suddenly remember the 

unreturnedd letter. You start to wonder. "Why didn't I return the letter?" 

Thiss dissertation is about attitudes, more specifically, about feelings 

versuss thoughts in attitudes. The distinction between feelings and thoughts has 

beenn made since the Greek philosophers. At the same time it is often neglected 

whenn assessing attitudes (Eagly, Mladinic & Otto, 1994). However, your 

feelingss and thoughts do not always coincide and could even contradict each 

other.. For example, it could be that your thoughts about organ donation are 

quitee favorable, while your feelings are more mixed. This could explain the 

discrepancyy between your favorable opinion about organ donation and your 

behavior.. As we will see in this dissertation, it is also possible that people's 

overalll  attitudes toward organ donation are favorable, but that this overall 

attitudee deviates from their feelings. In this dissertation, I argue that the affect-

cognitionn distinction is a crucial distinction that is essential for our 

understandingg of attitudinal processes. 

Identifyingg feelings versus thoughts in attitudes immediately raises the 

questionn of what an attitude encompasses. We could adopt the definition of 

attitudess proposed by Eagly and Chaiken (1993, p. 1): "The psychological 

tendencyy to evaluate a particular entity with some degree of favor or disfavor". 

However,, when you make a distinction between feeling and thinking, or 

cognitionn and affect, the starting-point is that there is more to attitudes than 

overalll  evaluations. So how can attitudes, and feeling versus thinking in 

attitudes,, best be conceptualized? There currently exist different views about 

howw attitudes are structured. 

6 6 
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Inn this Introduction, I will first introduce a definition of affect and 

cognitionn in attitudes. Then I will give an overview of several models that 

incorporatee affective, cognitive, and at times also an overall evaluative factor of 

attitude.. I will then turn to attitude measurement, and end with an outline of 

thiss dissertation. 

Definingg affect and cognition in attitudes 

Beforee discussing models of attitudes, it is vital that affect and cognition in 

attitudess are well defined. This depends on whether or not attitudes are viewed 

ass consisting of different factors1 (McGuire, 1969; Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960; 

Zannaa & Rempel, 1988), as predominantly cognitive structures (e.g., Fishbein & 

Ajzen,, 1975), or as a combination of automatic and deliberate processes, with a 

primaryy role for automatic processes (e.g., Bargh, Chaiken, Govender & Pratto, 

1992;; Fazio, 1995). In the latter tradition, an attitude is usually conceptualized 

ass consisting of one factor (an exception is Wilson, Lindsey, & Schooler, 2000). 

Withinn this tradition, there are notable differences in how affect is defined: 

Affectt has been used as a general term to denote feelings and emotions (e.g., 

Cacioppo,, Petty, & Geen, 1989; Fazio, 1995), or as a term to denote a 

preference,, or a positive or negative evaluation (e.g., de Houwer, 2003; Zajonc, 

1980).. An example of the first definition of affect is the fear relating to the 

Americann intervention in Iraq, whereas an example of the second definition of 

affectt is die positive or negative evaluation of this intervention. In this latter 

case,, affect seems very close to the meaning of attitude as described by Eagly 

andd Chaiken (1993). Thus, according to this latter view, affect and attitudes are 

almostt interchangeable. 

Whenn attitudes are seen as comprised of different factors, there is less 

divergencee in how affect is conceptualized. Most researchers who distinguish 

differentt factors of attitudes have defined affect as referring to general emotions 

andd feelings associated with the attitude object (e.g., Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; 

Crites,, Fabrigar, & Petty, 1994; van der Pligt, Zeelenberg, van Dijk, de Vries, & 

7 7 
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Richard,, 1998). It is this conceptualization of affect that we employ in this 

dissertation. . 

Ass for the cognitive factor of an attitude, it can be described as evaluative 

thoughtss about an attitude object (Breckler, 1984; Haddock & Zanna, 1999). 

Thiss also deviates from the perspective on cognition that is shared by several 

unitaryy attitude perspectives, which generally regard cognitions as not 

necessarilyy inherently evaluative. An example of such a conceptualization is a 

deliberationn of the form: 'taxes lead to more governmental involvement' which 

variess in perceived likelihood of occurrence (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). The 

evaluationn only arises in connection with the perceived desirability of these 

outcomes,, and attitudes are assumed to be based on a combination of various 

attributess unique to the attitude object, weighted by the evaluation of these 

attributes. . 

Althoughh the utility of these expectancy-value approaches is 

acknowledged,, they are less well suited to the business of comparing (the effects 

of)) affect versus cognition in attitudes. One reason for this is that there is a need 

too achieve a similar level of specificity for measures of affect and cognition in 

attitudes.. That is, when measuring cognitions toward taxes in the manner as 

describedd above, the affective factor should be measured at a comparable level 

off  specificity. However, when asking for feelings in this way, the affective 

measuree becomes something like "I hate it that taxes lead to more 

governmentall  involvement", which is at best a combination of affective and 

cognitivee factors. 

AA more general way of measuring affect on, for example, a Likert scale 

couldd reflect feelings more genuinely. An example would be: T hate taxes'. 

Conversely,, the cognitive measure should be on a comparable level of 

specificity.. An example of the cognitive counterpart would be 'taxes are useless'. 

Thiss is an inherendy valenced measure, just like the affective measure. The 

needd to measure affect and cognition in attitudes on a common evaluative 

continuumm has been described before by Breckler (1984). An additional 

8 8 
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advantagee is that this cognitive measure is valid for almost any attitude-object, 

andd can therefore be applied more easily. 

Thus,, when identifying and comparing affect and cognition in 

attitudes,, it could be advantageous to regard affect and cognition as factors with 

ann evaluative connotation, and that these factors can be applied generally. 

Researchh findings have shown that affect and cognition thus defined are 

independentt factors of attitude (Breckler, 1984). 

AA closer inspection of previous research also stresses the importance of 

beingg clear about how affect and cognition in attitudes are defined. Different 

operationalizationss of the affect-cognition distinction in attitudes have led to 

researchh that defined cognition as not valenced and affect as valenced (e.g., 

Ostrom,, 1969; Verplanken et al., 1998), affect as subliminally presented 

informationn and cognition as supraliminal presentations for cognition 

(Edwards,, 1990), and affect as a direct experience and cognition as an indirect 

experiencee (Edwards, 1990; Fabrigar & Petty, 1999; Huskinson & Haddock, 

2004). . 

Althoughh the rationales underlying these approaches may well be that 

thesee differences in part stand for inherent differences between the factors (e.g., 

affectivee evaluations are often formed in direct experience with the attitude 

object),, they also introduce additional differences (direct vs. indirect experience, 

subliminall  vs. supraliminal presentation, or evaluative vs. not evaluative) 

betweenn the factors that do not seem necessary, and can only partly account for 

anyy observed differences between affect and cognition. In any case these 

differentt operationalizations illustrate the need to be clear what affective and 

cognitivee factors of attitudes comprise. 

Modelss of attitudinal factors 

Theree also exist various interpretations of how affect and cognition in attitudes 

aree related. Original multi-component models identified attitudes as a 

combinationn of cognitive, affective and behavioral factors (Breckler, 1984; 

9 9 
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Rosenbergg & Hovland 1960). An overall evaluative factor is often added to this 

modell  (Petty, Fabrigar, & Wegener, 2003). This overall evaluative factor 

consistss of ratings on more general evaluative scales, such as 'positive-negative', 

andd is similar to what has been described as an attitude by Eagly and Chaiken 

(1993). . 

Researchh on affect (defined as feelings) and cognition in attitudes has 

investigatedd the relation of affective and cognitive factors to this overall 

evaluativee factor. When the relation between the overall evaluative factor and 

thee affective factor is relatively strong, the attitude is assumed to have an 

affectivee base, and when the correlation between the overall evaluative factor 

andd the cognitive factor is relatively strong, the attitude is assumed to have a 

cognitivee base (Abelson, Kinder, Peters, & Fiske 1982; Crites, Fabrigar, & 

Petty,, 1994; Giner-Sorolla, 2001; 2004, Petty et a l, 2003). This implies that 

cognitivee and affective factors are seen as determining the overall evaluative 

factor.. Thus, according to this research, the overall evaluative factor is a 

summaryy evaluation based on affect and cognition. 

Whereass many researchers regard the overall evaluative factor as a 

summaryy evaluation, some see it as an evaluation that is to some extent 

separatee from these factors. The overall evaluation is then described as 'a 

statementt in memory in addition to storing the component beliefs, feelings and 

behaviors'' (Maio & Haddock, 2004; p. 428; italics added). In more specific 

terms,, it has been argued that 

'Individualss do not have the time, energy, or ability to access and 

revieww all of the contents of the relevant representational structure(s) 

eachh time they are confronted by a stimulus. Attitudes, therefore, 

cann be viewed as having evolved along with representational 

processess and structures to serve as rapid, cognitively inexpensive 

heuristics...'' (Cacioppo, Petty, & Geen, 1989, p. 297). 

10 0 
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Thiss is in line with theories of automatically activated attitudes that state that 

ann (overall) attitude has an association with the attitude object in its own right 

(Bargh,, 1999; Fazio, 1995). 

Thus,, several possible models of factors of attitude can be identified. 

Forr convenience, behavior is also depicted in each model. However, because it 

iss not included in the present theorizing it is represented in grey. First, the 

originall  multi-component model without an overall evaluative factor is depicted 

inn Figure l.lBreckler (1984) has contrasted this model with a model in which 

attitudee is represented as a single construct with no differentiation among 

attitudee factors. He found that a model that describes attitudes as separate 

affective,, cognitive and behavioral factors is to be preferred over attitudes 

representedd as a single construct. 

FigureFigure 1.1. Attitude model as proposed by Breckler (1984) 

Second,, an overall evaluative factor can be incorporated into models of 

attitudee that included affective and cognitive factors. The relationship between 

thesee factors is usually (but sometimes only tacitly) described as hierarchical 

(Abelsonn et al., 1982; Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; Crites et al., 1994; Giner-

Sorolla,, 2001; 2004; Haddock & Zanna, 1999; Olson & Maio, 2003; Millar & 

Tesser,, 1986a; Petty et al, 2003). This relationship is shown in Figure 1.2. In 

thiss scheme the affective and cognitive factors determine the overall evaluative 

factor. . 

11 1 
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FigureFigure 1.2. Hierarchical model of attitude where affective and cognitive 
factorsfactors cause an overall evaluative factor 

However,, when the overall evaluative factor is seen as something that is 

att some point stored in memory, this implies a theoretical representation as 

depictedd in Figure 1.3., where affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors 

aree distinguished form each other and interlinked but not causally related. 

FigureFigure 1.3. Non-hierarchical model of attitude with separate but related 
factors factors 

Inn this model there is no causal relationship between affect and 

cognition,, on the one hand, and the overall evaluative factor, on the other. 

Althoughh this model follows from the prior ideas about a separate but related 

overalll  evaluative factor, and is less restricted than the model in Figure 1.2, it 

hass not been used before. As we will see later in this dissertation, adopting 

eitherr the hierarchical model shown in Figure 1.2. or the non-hierarchical 

12 2 
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modell  shown in Figure 1.3. as a starting-point has important repercussions for 

thee way affect versus cognition in attitudes can be investigated. 

Positivee and negative attitude measures 

Thee inclusion of an affective factor in attitudes also raises another important 

issue:: Can positive and negative evaluations be regarded as two poles of the 

samee dimension (bipolar or one-dimensional) or can they be seen as two 

separatee dimensions (unipolar or bi-dimensional)? In emotion research, 

bipolarityy has been challenged for some time now (e.g., Cacioppo & Gardner, 

1999).. For attitudes, the question is whether evaluative measures can or cannot 

bee regarded as one-dimensional. One-dimensionality means that more positive 

evaluationss necessarily imply less negative evaluations. For instance, a tax-cut 

mayy result in an evaluation of taxes that both becomes more positive and at the 

samee time less negative. This has been the predominant view since the 

beginningg of attitude measurement (see Thurstone, 1928). If, on the other 

hand,, positive and negative measures are regarded as two dimensions, a more 

positivee evaluation does not necessarily lead to a less negative evaluation. This 

meanss that a tax-cut may lead to a more positive evaluation of taxes, but at the 

samee time could leave the level of negativity unchanged. 

Theree are several reasons why this latter view can be seen as a better 

reflectionn of what happens when attitudes change. Findings on affect suggest 

thatt a two-dimensional view characterizes positive and negative affect better 

(e.g.,, Cacioppo, Berntson, & Gardner, 1999; Larsen, McGraw, & Cacioppo, 

2001;; Schimmack, 2001). The basic argument of these researchers is that 

differentt emotions can exist together, e.g., it is possible to feel joy and fear at the 

samee time. This argument can be extrapolated to affective evaluations 

(Cacioppoo & Berntson, 1994; Cacioppo, Gardner & Berntson, 1997). 

Thee bi-dimensional view of valence need not be restricted to affective 

evaluations,, however. Research has shown differences in physiological 

respondingg as a function of whether the evaluation is positive or negative (e.g., 

13 3 
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Smith,, Cacioppo, Larsen, Chartrand, 2003). Moreover, ongoing research on 

ambivalentt attitudes demonstrates that people can have concurrent positive and 

negativee evaluations (Jonas, Diehl, & Brömer, 1997; de Liver, van der Pligt, & 

Wigboldus,, 2006; Newby-Clark, McGregor, & Zanna, 2002; Thompson, 

Zanna,, & Griffin, 1995). To investigate possible distinct effects of positive and 

negativee measures, unipolar scaling will be used for most measures in the 

researchh reported in this dissertation. 

Overvieww of the Present Dissertation 

II  will address several issues relevant to the role of affect and cognition in 

attitudes.. The second chapter is dedicated to the investigation of models of 

factorss of attitude. In doing so, we built upon research of Breckler (1984), who 

demonstratedd that affect and cognition can be seen as separate but related 

factorss of attitude, and that an attitude model that has separate but related 

affective,, cognitive and behavioral factors is to be preferred over an attitude 

modell  that consists of one factor. We added an overall evaluative factor to this 

model,, and investigated whether this influenced the findings reported by 

Brecklerr (1984). When the overall evaluation is viewed as a summary of 

affectivee and cognitive factors, all three evaluations could be represented as one 

attitude.. However, it is also possible that overall, affective, and cognitive factors 

aree still best modeled as separate but related constructs. 

InIn Chapter 3, I report research in which we investigated a follow-up 

question.. Wrhen the overall, affective, and cognitive evaluative factors are 

indeedd conceptualized as related but separate factors of attitude, they can also 

differr in their prediction of behavioral decisions. In particular, decisions could 

bee guided more by one factor than another. Thus, it could be that for example 

thee affective attitudinal factor predicts a specific decision, whereas the cognitive 

and/orr overall evaluative factors of the attitude do so to a lesser extent. 

InIn Chapter 4, I report research investigating the effects of framing 

informationn in affective or cognitive terms on attitudes. Aside from effects 

14 4 
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sharedd by the overall evaluative factor, we expected that affective framing of 

informationn would have a specific impact on the affective attitudinal factor; 

similarlyy cognitive framing of information was expected to have a specific 

impactt on the cognitive attitudinal factor. We expected similar effects on 

memory;; i.e., people were expected to be more prone to falsely recognize 

informationn that stems from the same affective or cognitive category as the 

informationn presented to them. In addition, we explored whether the overall 

attitudinall  expression also had an impact on affective and cognitive factors. 

Affectivee and cognitive factors of attitude could not only influence the overall 

evaluativee factor, but the overall evaluative factor could also influence affective 

andd cognitive factors. This is in line with the view of separate but related 

attitudinall  factors. 

Chapterr 5 further expands on the notion of affect and cognition as 

generall  categories in information processing. Previous research on attitudes has 

shownn that it matters whether people are asked to focus on their thoughts or 

theirr feelings (Millar & Tesser, 1986). In Chapter 5 I report research 

investigatingg the effects of an unobtrusive affective or cognitive focus on the 

formationn of attitudes and memory for attitudinal information. We 

hypothesizedd that focus would influence which information is salient and that 

this,, in turn, would guide the attitude, and possibly also have an effect on the 

evaluativee process. 

Inn Chapter 6, I discuss the findings reported in the preceding chapters 

andd draw conclusions in light of the models described in this introduction, and 

pointt to several possible directions for future research. 

15 5 
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Endnotes s 

'Thesee theories generally incorporated a behavioral aspect in attitudes as well. 

Althoughh we acknowledge its importance, the behavioral factor of attitudes will 

nott be discussed in this dissertation. 

16 6 
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Affec tt  and Cognitio n as Factor s of Attitud e 

Inn this chapter we investigated models of attitudes that identify next 
too cognitive and affective factors an overall evaluative factor. The 
conceptualizationn of the overall evaluation and its relationship with 
thee other factors has received limited attention. Two basic 
possibilitiess are introduced: The factors should be represented as one 
singlee attitude, or as separate but related factors of attitudes. We 
askedd 470 participants their evaluations toward four attitude-objects 
andd tested the representation of attitudes as a single factor against 
severall  other models using structural equation analyses. We found 
robustt support for the model that distinguished between the three 
factors,, with for each factor a separate positive and negative 
measure.. Thus, instead of viewing attitudes as a single construct, 
theyy should be seen as consisting of separate (positive and negative) 
affective,, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors. 
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Moree than 20 years ago, in a paper on models of attitudes, Breckler (1984) 

arguedd that the limited attention given to the validation of theories was due to 

"thee preoccupation in social psychology with determining causation, rather 

thann with the logically prior problem of identifying and validating the 

theoreticall  constructs that participate in these causal relations" (p. 1204). This 

remarkk still holds today. Take the overall evaluative judgment 'I dislike hot 

weather',, and compare it to more specific cognitive and affective responses that 

cann take the form of respectively 'hot weather is unhealthy' or 'hot weather 

makess me miserable'. How do cognitive and affective factors relate to overall 

evaluations?? Whereas the distinction between affective and cognitive 

evaluationss has a history in the attitude literature (e.g., Ostrom, 1969; 

Rosenbergg & Hovland, 1960), and can be traced back to the classic reason-

feelingg distinction made in philosophy, the conceptualization of an overall 

evaluation,, and its relation to cognitive and affective attitudinal responses, has 

attractedd only limited attention. 

Ass explained in the previous chapter, models of attitudes that 

incorporatee multiple factors have postulated that overall attitudes are summary 

evaluationss based on affective, cognitive and behavioral' information (Breckler, 

1984;; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993, Zanna & Rempel, 1988). Research has mainly 

focusedd on the investigation of affective and cognitive factors as such, or their 

relativee contribution to overall evaluations (e.g., Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; 

1991;; Crites, Fabrigar & Petty, 1994; Fabrigar & Petty, 1999; Haddock & 

Zanna,, 1999; Huskinson & Haddock, 2004; Millar & Tesser, 1986a; 

Verplanken,, Hofstee, & Janssen, 1998). For instance, a recent study found that 

thee correlation of affective and cognitive factors to the overall evaluative factor 

iss influenced by individual differences in the need for affect or cognition 

(Huskinsonn and Haddock, 2004). These lines of research point to the 

importancee of measuring both affect and cognition in attitudes and have 

providedd new insights into the role of affective and cognitive factors. At the 

18 8 
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samee time, the fact that the position of overall evaluative factor of attitude has 

nott yet been investigated has been largely ignored. 

Onee attitude or different factors 

Theree are two basic representations of affective and cognitive factors in 

combinationn with an overall evaluative factor of attitude. First, it is possible that 

thee combined three evaluations are one attitude. The second possibility is that 

thesee evaluations are separate, albeit related factors of attitudes. Initial 

conceptualizationss of attitude encompassed all aspects into one attitude: "The 

conceptt 'attitude' will be used here to denote the sum total of a man's 

inclinationss and feelings, prejudice and bias, preconceived notions, ideas, fears, 

threats,, and convictions about any specific object" [italics added] (Thurstone, 

1928.. p. 128). The representation of attitudes in studies investigating the 

contributionn of affective and cognitive factors is more ambiguous. Measuring 

affect,, cognition and overall evaluations suggests a representation in separate 

affective,, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors. The representation of a 

'summary'summary evaluation' could imply that the overall evaluative factor incorporates 

thee affective and cognitive factors into one single attitude. 

Ass has been explained in Chapter 1, another possibility that is in 

keepingg with a three-factor structure is to see the overall evaluative factor as a 

separatee but related factor, next to the affective and cognitive factors. The 

notionn that an overall evaluative factor is a separate concept in memory is also 

presentt in research and theories pertaining to automatic evaluations (Fazio, 

Chen,, McDonel, Sherman, 1982; Fazio, 1995). Fazio (1995, p. 248) stated 

explicitly:: "Regardless of the precise hot versus cold nature of the evaluation 

andd regardless of the basis for the evaluation, the attitude itself is viewed as an 

associationn between the object and the evaluation". Others (e.g., Bargh, 

Chaiken,, Govender, & Pratto, 1992) followed similar kinds of reasoning. 

Accordingg to this reasoning the overall evaluative factor can be seen as stored 

inn memory, and not as a summary of affective and cognitive factors. Thus, 

theree could be three separate but related factors: An affective factor, a cognitive 

19 9 
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factor,, and an overall evaluative factor that is separate but related from the 

formerr two. 

Differentt factors have usually not been included in theories about 

automaticc evaluations. However, a discussion of context effects touches this 

issue.. The influence of context on attitudes is usually explained out of 

'anchoringg and adjustment' models, that have as general characteristic that a 

storedd evaluation comes to mind automatically, and is then adjusted by 

contextuall  factors (e.g., Petty & Cacioppo, 1986; Fazio, 1995). Relatively recent 

theorizingg about attitudes is more compatible with the factor view. Wilson, 

Lindsey,, and Schooler (2000), argued for the possibility of different attitudes 

towardd the same attitude object in memory (e.g., implicit and explicit attitudes). 

Althoughh one can question the need to conceptualize different attitudes, this 

reasoningg is reminiscent of a model proposed by Lord and Lepper (1999). This 

modell  holds that attitudes can be equated with relatively stable memory 

structures,, and that individuals sample from these structures depending on 

contextuall  factors. The important difference with the 'anchor and adjustment' 

modelss is that the context does not result in an adjusting of the retrieved 

attitude,, but that it determines which attitudinal structure is sampled from, 

whichh is in line with attitudes viewed as having different factors, and not with 

ann attitude as a single construct. 

Too sum up, whereas in the original tripartite theories the overall 

evaluativee factor was not included, researchers investigating these models 

generallyy included an overall evaluative factor, without clearly specifying the 

relationshipp between this factor and the affective and cognitive factors. We 

arguee not only that an overall evaluative factor should be included in factor 

modelss of attitudes, but also that there are separate cognitive, affective and 

overalll  evaluations, that cannot be combined into one attitudinal factor. 

Thee present research aims to investigate the claim that attitudes can be 

betterr seen as consisting of separate affective, cognitive and overall evaluative 

factors,, as opposed to a model that incorporates these factors into one attitude2. 
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Thus,, when measuring affective, cognitive and overall evaluations, a 

modell  that represents these evaluations as separate should result in a better 

descriptionn of the data as compared to a model that consists of the same 

measures,, but combined into one single attitude. To investigate this in a 

meaningfull  way, several conditions for investigating and comparing factors in 

attitudess need to be met. 

Conditionss for investigating factors of attitudes 

AA first condition is the use of a common continuum. Whereas this argument has 

beenn made before (e.g., Breckler, 1984), several measures of factors have been 

usedd that revealed important qualitative differences. As mentioned in the 

previouss chapter, one qualitative difference is the use of overall and affective 

measuress that are evaluative versus a non-evaluative cognitive measure (see for 

instancee Ostrom, 1969; Verplanken et al., 1998). An example of the latter is the 

dimensionn 'small-big', where an extreme can signify either a bad or a good 

thingg depending on the attitude object in question. Another difference is the use 

off  subliminal presentations of affective stimuli and supraliminal presentations of 

cognitivee stimuli (Edwards, 1990). A further difference is the use of direct 

experiencee with the affective stimuli and indirect experience with cognitive 

stimulii  (Edwards, 1990; Fabrigar & Petty, 1999; Huskinson & Haddock, 2004). 

Inn the present research, we avoid the abovementioned qualitative differences 

whenn measuring the factors, by using the same evaluative continuum for each 

factor. . 

AA second condition is the comparison of research findings and the 

resultingg need for measures that are appropriate for several attitude objects. 

Oftenn measures are specifically developed for specific attitude objects (e.g., 

Brecklerr & Wiggins, 1989; Lavine, Thomsen, Zanna, & Borgida, 1998; Millar 

&&  Millar , 1990; Ostrom, 1969). However, Crites et al. (1994) created and 

validatedd questionnaires that are valid over attitude objects. An additional point 

iss the number of items used. More often than not, multiple items measure the 

affectivee and cognitive factors, whereas the overall evaluative factor is measured 
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byy fewer items or even a single item (e.g., Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; 1991; 

Farleyy & Stasson, 2004, Lavine et al., 1998). This selectively impairs the 

reliabilityy of the overall evaluative factor. Therefore, we advocate the use of a 

comparablee number of items for each factor. 

AA third condition that is needed for a reliable way to assess the factors 

hass also been described in the previous chapter: The separate measurement of 

positivee and negative evaluations. Evaluations have been measured uni-

dimensionallyy since the beginning of assessing attitudes (see Thurstone, 1928). 

Positivee evaluations are thus seen as implying less negative evaluations. 

However,, the notion that these can be regarded as two dimensions (bi-

dimensional)) is increasingly asserted (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994; Cacioppo, 

Gardnerr & Berntson, 1997; Schimmack, 2001). Ongoing research on 

ambivalentt attitudes demonstrates that people possess concurrent positive and 

negativee evaluations (Jonas, Diehl, & Brömer, 1997; de Liver, Wigboldus & van 

derr Pligt, 2005; Newby-Clark, McGregor, & Zanna, 2002; Thompson, Zanna, 

&&  Griffin, 1995). Thus, there may exist inherent differences between positive 

andd negative evaluations, demonstrating the need to assess them separately. 

Presentt research 

Wee hypothesize that separate, affective, cognitive and overall evaluative factors 

needd be distinguished. The present study investigates the approtiateness of these 

factorss of attitude by investigating the fit of a one factor model, consisting of the 

combinedcombined cognitive, affective, and overall evaluative factors with the fit of a three 

factorr model with separate but related affective, cognitive, and overall 

evaluativee factors, as well as a six factor model, that consisted of separate 

cognitive,, affective, and overall evaluative factors and for each factor a separate 

positivee and negative measure. To exclude the possibility that differences in 

positivee and negative measures per factor are responsible for any improvements 

off  fit, we fitted a two-factor model as well, that consisted of one positive factor 

withh positive affective, cognitive and overall evaluative measures and one 
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negativee factor with negative affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative 

measures. . 

Too test these models, we measured affective, cognitive and overall 

evaluationss toward four familiar attitude objects. Following the previously 

describedd guidelines for a valid comparison of factors, we measured the overall 

evaluativee factor by an equal number of items as compared to the cognitive and 

affectivee evaluations, and used the same items for each attitude object. 

Confirmatoryy factor analyses were applied to investigate the fit  of the four 

theoreticall  models of attitudes. 

FigureFigure 2.1. Structural representation of the confirmatory f actor analysis 
withwith separate positive and negative cognitive, affective, and overall 
evaluativeevaluative factors 

Note.Note. I1-24 are the 24 items used to measure the factors, -whereas E1.24 are the 
error-error- terms associated with these items. 

Thee hypothesized model corresponds to a six-factor solution with 

positivee and negative affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors that are 

correlated.. Figure 2.1. shows the standard structural diagram of the 
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confirmatoryy factor analysis that corresponds with this six-factor model. We 

comparedd this attitude structure model with the three other models. We 

expectedd the six-factor model to describe the data adequately for all four 

attitudee objects, whereas the one factor solution and the two-factor or three-

factorr solutions were not expected to provide a good fit for the data. 

Method d 

Participants s 

Participantss were 470 psychology-students of the University of Amsterdam (334 

womenn and 136 men) who took part in a mass testing session in exchange for 

coursee credits. 

Attitudee objects 

Fourr attitude objects were selected that were relevant to students and to 

representt differences in valence. One issue was expected to elicit a relatively 

extremee positive evaluation ('passing an exam'), and one was expected to elicit a 

relativelyy extreme negative evaluation ('bike theft'). Furthermore, we selected 

twoo issues that were expected to be less extreme: one that was expected to be 

relativelyy ambivalent ('organ donation') and one that was expected to be 

relativelyy neutral ('surfing the internet'). 

Questionnaire e 

Participantss completed a questionnaire to evaluate their attitude toward the 

topics.. The questionnaire included items intended to assess the overall 

evaluativee factor, the affective factor and the cognitive factor. Each factor was 

representedd by eight (four positive and four negative) items, resulting in a total 

off  24 items. Each item consisted of an unipolar scale on which participants 

ratedd the applicability of adjectives toward their evaluation of the topics, 

rangingg from 1 (not applicable) to 7 (extremely applicable). For each topic, the 

adjectivess completed the following sentences. For the cognitive evaluation: "I 
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thinkk [the topic] is..." For the affective evaluation: " [The topic] makes me 

feel...""  For the overall evaluation: "My overall attitude toward [the topic] is..." 

Thee selection of affective and cognitive adjectives was based on previous 

adjectivess validated by Crites et al., (1994) that distinguish between cognitive 

andd affective factors of attitudes in various topics. Based on a pilot study we 

selectedd those affective and cognitive terms that were comparable in extremity 

orr specificity. The overall positive items were good, like, positive, and pro. The 

overalll  negative items were bad, dislike, negative, and anti. The affective positive 

itemss were pleasurable, enjoyable, agreeable, and gratifying. The affective negative 

itemss were miserable, dreary, nasty and abominable. The cognitive positive items 

weree safe, useful, wise and healthy. The cognitive negative items were useless, 

unhealthy,unhealthy, improper and disadvantageous. 

Procedure e 

AA questionnaire assessed the attitude toward bike theft, organ donation, surfing 

thee internet, and passing an exam respectively. Prior to presenting participants 

withh the attitude objects and the adjectives, the meaning of each scale value on 

thee 7-point unipolar scale was thoroughly explained. Participants were then 

askedd to evaluate the topic using the adjectives presented. Within the affective, 

cognitivee and overall evaluative factors, positive and negative items were 

presentedd in a fixed but randomly selected order. The order of the affective and 

cognitivee factors was varied. The overall factor was always presented last. 

Results s 

Too check for outliers, mean scores were transformed into z-values. For each 

topicc separately, participants with one or more z-scores greater than three 

absolutee were removed from further analyses (Stevens, 1996). The remaining 

participantss were 464 for organ donation, 459 for surfing the Internet, 456 for 

passingg an exam and 450 for bike theft. 
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Itemm selection and internal consistencies 

Generall  inspection revealed that the distribution of nearly all responses was 

skewed;; as expected most responses to the attitude objects were relatively 

polarized.. However, this inspection also revealed four items that seemed to be 

lesss applicable for one specific attitude object; they revealed a bimodal 

distribution.. People seem to have interpreted these items in more than one way. 

Threee items were bimodally distributed for 'bike theft'. These were 'useful,' 

'unhealthy,'' and 'useless'. The fourth item was 'likeable,' which was bimodally 

distributedd for 'organ donation'. Because these items were not bimodally 

distributedd for the remaining attitude objects, we eliminated these items only 

fromm the topics for which the response showed this bimodal distribution. 

Too determine the reliability for the six hypothesized measures, we 

calculatedd Cronbach's alphas for each attitude object. Together with the factor 

correlations,, these are shown in the Appendix of this chapter. The internal 

consistenciess are generally satisfactory and relatively stable across attitude 

objects.. The cognitive items showed the least internal consistency, with 

Cronbach'ss alphas ranging from .57 to .72. 

Confirmatoryy factor analyses 

Inn order to test which model provided a satisfactory fit for the data, we 

comparedd the fit of four models using confirmatory factor analyses. Latent 

factorss were set to co-vary freely. A one-factor model describes the data if an 

attitudee does not consist of separate overall, cognitive and affective evaluation 

factors,, i.e., all items load on one general attitude factor. 

Thee fit of this one-factor model was compared with the three other 

models:: the two-factor model, the three-factor model, and the six-factor model. 

Thiss latter model was hypothesized to fit the data for each attitude object best. 

Thee covariance-matrix was analyzed using LISREL 8.3 (Joreskog & Sörbom, 

1993).. Because of the expected non-normality of the data, we report the chi-

squaree of Satorra and Bentler (1994). 
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TableTable 2.1. Fit Indices of a One -, Two -, Three-, and Six Factor 
ConfirmatoryConfirmatory Factor Analysis 

Bikee Theftb 

Organn Donation3 

Surfingg the Internet 

Passingg an Exam 

Factors s 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

6 6 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

6 6 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

6 6 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

6 6 

XX22SB SB 

3582 2 

2434 4 

3380 0 

576 6 

4803 3 

4915 5 

2035 5 

692 2 

5094 4 

2219 9 

4582 2 

875 5 

374 4 

289 9 

350 0 

119 9 

rW W 
1660 0 

1198 8 

1376 6 

365 5 

2910 0 

2730 0 

1887 7 

596 6 

2919 9 

1640 0 

2571 1 

813 3 

2913 3 

2255 5 

2466 6 

1029 9 

Df Df 

189 9 

188 8 

186 6 

174 4 

230 0 

229 9 

227 7 

215 5 

252 2 

251 1 

249 9 

237 7 

252 2 

251 1 

249 9 

237 7 

RMSEA RMSEA 

.20 0 

.16 6 

.19 9 

.07 7 

.21 1 

.21 1 

.13 3 

.07 7 

.21 1 

.14 4 

.20 0 

.08 8 

.15 5 

.13 3 

.03 3 

0 0 

SRMR SRMR 

.09 9 

.07 7 

.09 9 

.03 3 

.13 3 

.13 3 

.08 8 

.05 5 

.10 0 

.08 8 

.12 2 

.05 5 

.10 0 

.08 8 

.10 0 

.06 6 

AIC AIC 

3666 6 

2520 0 

3470 0 

690 0 

4895 5 

5009 9 

2133 3 

814 4 

5190 0 

2317 7 

4684 4 

1001 1 

470 0 

387 7 

452 2 

245 5 

Note.Note. RMSEA = Root mean square error of approximation, SRMR = 
StandardizedStandardized root mean residual, AIC = Akaike's information 
criterion.criterion. "Bimodal item that was removed was; like'. b Bimodal items 
thatthat were removed were; 'unhealthy', 'useless', and 'useful'. 

Severall  other fit  measures were included; the root mean square error of 

approximationn (RMSEA), the standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) 

andd Akaike's information criterion (AIC). An SRMR value of .08 or less, and 

ann RMSEA off .06 or less indicate adequate model fit  (Hu & Bentler, 1999). 

Thee fit of each model was evaluated independently using these criteria. 

Furthermore,, a x2 -difference test was used to reveal differences between the 

nestedd models. Because the Satorra-Bentler x2 is not appropriate for use in a 

^-differencee test, the standard x2 was used. 
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Inspectionn of the fit  measures showed that a single-factor model did not 

describee the data well for any of the attitude objects (see Table 2.1.). A two-

factorr model that distinguished between a positive and a negative evaluation 

alsoo did not result in a fit  that describes the data well for the four attitude 

objects,, and neither did the three factor model. The six-factor model, however, 

wass found to have an acceptable fit  for all four attitude objects, according to the 

S R MRR measures3. The RMSEA showed an acceptable fit for 'passing an 

exam',, an RMSEA that was .07 for'organ donation' and 'bike theft', and .08 for 

surfingg the internet, hence showing a fit  that was very close to the cut-off 

criterionn of .06. Together these fit measures show that the model that starts to 

bee acceptable is the six-factor model. This is the case for each of the four 

attitudee objects. Chi-square difference scores demonstrated that all models 

differedd significantly from each other (see Table 2.2.). Thus, for each attitude 

objectt the fit  of the six-factor model is different from the one-factor, the two-

factor,, and the three-factor model. 

TableTable 2.2. Chi-square difference scores for Bike Theft (BT), Organ Donation 
(OD),(OD), Surfing the Internet (I), and Passing an Exam (E) 

Modell  comparison BT OD I E 

11 factor vs. 2 factor model: Ax2 (1) 462 180 1279 658 

11 factor vs. 3 factor model: Atf (3) 202 2768 512 447 

11 factor vs. 6 factor model: Ax2 (15) 1295 2314 2106 1884 

22 factor vs. 6 factor model: Ax? (12) 833 2134 827 1226 

33 factor vs. 6 factor model: 4 ^ (14) 2804 1343 3707 1437 

Note.Note. All  p's<01. 
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TableTable 2.3. Completely Standardized Solution (CSS) for the < 
six-factorsix-factor model (all T values > 2) for bike theft (B7), organ 
(OD),(OD), surfing the internet (I), and passing an exam (E) 

Measure e 

Positivee Overall 

Affective e 

Cognitive e 

Negativee Overall 

Affective e 

Cognitive e 

Item* * 

Good d 

Like e 

Positive e 

Pro o 

Agreeable e 

Gratifying g 

Pleasurable e 

Enjoyable e 

Safe e 

Useful l 

Wise e 

Healthy y 

Dislike e 

Negative e 

Anti i 

Bad d 

Nasty y 

Abominable e 

Dreary y 

Miserable e 

Unhealthy y 

Improper r 

Useless s 

Disadvantageous s 

confirmatory confirmatory 
donation donation 

CompletelyCompletely Standardized Solution 

BT T 

.79 9 

.73 3 

.84 4 

.85 5 

.84 4 

.90 0 

.81 1 

.78 8 

.51 1 

--

.72 2 

.51 1 

.78 8 

.73 3 

.80 0 

.85 5 

.79 9 

.76 6 

.85 5 

.84 4 

--

.72 2 

--

.73 3 

**  Items are translations of Dutch words used 
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OD D 

.85 5 

--

.86 6 

.85 5 

.92 2 

.92 2 

.78 8 

.76 6 

.51 1 

.76 6 

.78 8 

.59 9 

.77 7 

.75 5 

.79 9 

.71 1 

.77 7 

.79 9 

.84 4 

.82 2 

.58 8 

.67 7 

.60 0 

.60 0 

I I 

.81 1 

.78 8 

.88 8 

.85 5 

.91 1 

.92 2 

.82 2 

.81 1 

.35 5 

.74 4 

.69 9 

.51 1 

.85 5 

.71 1 

.79 9 

.84 4 

.81 1 

.81 1 

.87 7 

.87 7 

.56 6 

.59 9 

.56 6 

.63 3 

inin  the study. 

E E 

.84 4 

.88 8 

.77 7 

.70 0 

.84 4 

.94 4 

.74 4 

.80 0 

.49 9 

.76 6 

.82 2 

.52 2 

.70 0 

.79 9 

.86 6 

.85 5 

.60 0 

.75 5 

.88 8 

.92 2 

.50 0 

.52 2 

.46 6 

.74 4 
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Thee parameter estimates of the six-factor model for the four attitude 

objectss are shown in Table 2.3. We report the completely standardized 

solution,, in which the standard deviations of the latent and observed variables 

aree transformed to unity. 

T-valuess were taken to investigate whether the parameter contributes 

significantlyy to the latent variable. All items loaded significantly on the 

proposedd factor. However, a notable difference was seen between the cognitive 

items,, on the one hand, and the affective and overall items, on the other. 

Whereass the parameter estimates ranged from .70 to .88 for the overall items, 

andd from .74 to .92 for the affective items, the parameter estimates for the 

cognitivee items were generally lower, ranging from .35 to .82. 

Meann evaluation differences 

Tablee 2.4. presents the mean positive and negative evaluations for the 

cognitive,, affective, and overall evaluations for the four attitude objects. As 

expected,, participants evaluated 'passing an exam' extremely positively and 

'bikee theft' extremely negatively. 'Organ donation' was evaluated positively on 

thee cognitive and overall items, but both positively and negatively for the 

affectivee items, revealing the expected ambivalence (see van den Berg, 

Manstead,, van der Pligt, & Wigboldus, 2005). Although 'surfing the internet' 

wass evaluated less positively than 'passing an exam', it was evaluated generally 

positively. . 

Inn two separate 2 (valence: positive versus negative) x 2 (factor: 

cognitivee or affective versus overall evaluative) MANOVA's, with the factors as 

withinn subjects variables, we tested whether the pattern of the positive and 

negativee overall evaluative factors differed for the affective and cognitive factors 

respectively.. We repeated these two analyses for each attitude object. Besides 

thee expected main effects on valence and factor for each analysis, we found for 

twoo attitude objects, 'bike theft' and 'surfing the internet', both interaction 

effectss between overall evaluative factors and cognitive or affective factors. 

Thus,, as can be seen below, the pattern of the overall evaluative factor differed 
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fromm the other evaluations. For 'bike theft', the pattern of positive and negative 

overalll  evaluative measures differed significantly from this pattern of cognitive 

measures,, F (I, 448) = 215.67,/? < .01, and from the affective measures, F(\, 

453)) = 72.12,ƒ>< .01. 

TableTable 2.4. Mean applicability of cognitive, affective and overall positive and 
negativenegative evaluations for each attitude-object (SDs in parentheses) 

Cognitivee Affective Overall 

Evaluationn Evaluation Evaluation 

Positivee Negative Positive Negative Positive Negative 

Bike e 

Theft t 

Organ n 

Donation n 

Surfingg the 

Internet t 

Passingg an 

Exam m 

1.93 3 

(0.89) ) 

5.67 7 

(0.81) ) 

4.92 2 

(0.84) ) 

6.23 3 

(0.82) ) 

6.00 0 

(1.21) ) 

1.67 7 

(0.68) ) 

2.46 6 

(0.89) ) 

1.34 4 

(0.56) ) 

1.59 9 

(0.78) ) 

4.09 9 

(1.60) ) 

5.24 4 

(1.03) ) 

6.75 5 

(0.53) ) 

5.42 2 

(1.31) ) 

2.85 5 

(1.36) ) 

1.90 0 

(0.95) ) 

1.20 0 

(0.49) ) 

1.65 5 

(0.83) ) 

5.56 6 

(0.82) ) 

5.58 8 

(0.85) ) 

6.73 3 

(0.51) ) 

6.01 1 

(1.04) ) 

1.56 6 

(0.70) ) 

2.08 8 

(0.90) ) 

1.20 0 

(0.45) ) 

Note.Note. Scale runs from 1 (not applicable) to 7 (extremely applicable). 

Forr 'surfing the internet', the pattern of the positive and negative 

overalll  evaluative measures also differed significantly from both the cognitive 

measures,, F (I, 458) = 378.84, p < .01, and the affective measures, F ( l , 455) = 

19.17,, p < .01. For 'organ donation', we demonstrated that positive and 

negativee measures varied as a function of the attitudinal factor when the overall 

evaluativee measures were compared with the affective measures, ^ ( 1, 460) = 

698.12,, p < .01, but not when the overall evaluations were compared with the 

cognitivee measures, F (1, 463) < 1. For 'passing an exam', we found that the 

positivee and negative evaluations varied as a function of the attitudinal factor 

whenn the overall evaluative measures were compared to the cognitive measures, 

F{\,F{\, 453) = 183.09,/) < .01, but not when the overall evaluative measures were 

comparedd to the affective measures, F(\, 455) < 1. 
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Inn sum, the pattern of means indicates that the overall evaluative factor 

iss different from the affective factor (for 'organ donation'), the cognitive factor 

(forr 'passing an exam'), or both (for 'bike theft' and 'surfing the internet'). Thus, 

thee attitude objects reveal all possible deviations from the overall evaluative 

factorr (either affective and cognitive factors both deviate from the overall 

evaluativee factor or one of them deviates). However, in none of the cases the 

overalll  evaluative factor was found to have an pattern of means equal to both 

thee cognitive and the affective factors. 

Discussion n 

Ass expected, we found strongest support for the model that distinguished 

betweenn cognitive, affective, and overall evaluative factors, with for each factor 

aa separate positive and negative measure. Support for this six-factor model was 

foundd for all four different attitude objects, which serves as a validation of the 

six-factorr model. The proposed alternative models were found to have a poor 

fit.fit.  Most importantly, the model with cognitive, affective and overall evaluative 

factorss represented as one construct, gave a poor representation of the present 

data.. Thus, based on the present findings we argue that instead of 

conceptualizingg an existing attitude as a single construct, attitudes need to be 

seenn as consisting of separate but related affective, cognitive and overall 

evaluativee factors. 

Ann additional inference that is drawn from the present findings is that 

positivee and negative evaluations should be treated as independent from each 

other.. This argument has been made before (Cacioppo & Berntson, 1994; 

Cacioppoo et al., 1997; Schimmack, 2001). Whereas the two-factor model that 

consistedd of one positive and one negative factor did not result in a satisfactory 

fit,fit,  the fit did improve significantly relative to the one-factor model for all four 

attitudee objects. Most importantly, the six-factor model revealed a significantly 

betterr fit to the data as compared to the three-factor model. We found that 

separatingg evaluations into positive and negative measures is valid both for 
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attitudee objects that reveal ambivalence and attitude objects that do not reveal 

ambivalence.. Based on the current findings the use of unipolar scales is 

recommended.. Fortunately, there are no obstacles to measuring positive and 

negativee evaluations separately for attitude objects. 

Thee present findings have straightforward implications for assessing 

attitudes.. First, instead of the general practice of measuring simply an overall 

evaluation,, it could be helpful to measure separate positive and negative 

cognitive,, affective, and overall evaluations, because it is possible that they 

accountt for separate aspects of attitudes. For example, traditional measures 

wouldd not have revealed that people are ambivalent toward organ donation. 

Noww we know that people are affectively ambivalent about this issue. 

Anotherr implication is mat these factors of attitudes could predict 

behaviorr differentially. Especially when the attitudinal factors do not reveal the 

samee response pattern, one factor could be more strongly related to behavior 

thann others. As we will see in the next chapter, this is indeed the case for organ 

donationn (see also van den Berg et al., 2005). 

AA second implication concerns models of attitudes. Based on the 

presentt findings, we conclude that an attitude can best be described as 

consistingg of three different factors. This extends findings of Breckler (1984) 

whoo demonstrated that affective and cognitive factors of attitude need to be 

distinguishedd next to behavioral factors. The present findings demonstrate that 

ann overall evaluative factor needs to be added to these. Thus, the previous, 

inclusionn of overall evaluative measures in research on affective and cognitive 

factorss of attitudes is warranted (Abelson, et al., 1982; Crites et al., 1994; Giner-

Sorolla,, 2001; 2004, Petty et al., 2003). 

Ourr findings also highlight an existing difference in defining the overall 

evaluativee evaluation between theories of factors of attitude on the one hand 

andd theories of automatic evaluations on the other. Whereas automatic 

evaluationn theories predominantly hold that overall attitudes have an 

associationn with the attitude object in their own right (Fazio, et al., 1982; Fazio, 
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1995;; Bargh et al., 1992), this same construct is seen as a summary evaluation of 

affectivee and cognitive factors in theory of factors of attitude {Eagly & Chaiken, 

1993;; Zanna & Rempel, 1988). As explained in Chapter 1 both possibilities of 

factorss of attitude can be depicted in respectively a non-hierarchical and a 

hierarchicall  model. However, as we will discuss more elaborately in Chapter 6, 

aa direct test which of these two models is to be favored is intricate, and beyond 

thee scope of the present research. Because we see no logical constraints for a 

reciprocall  relationship between the overall evaluative factor and the affective 

andd cognitive factors of attitude, we proceed from the (least restricted) non-

hierarchicall  model. In the next chapters, we report several findings that are 

moree in line with a reciprocal relationship. 
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Endnotes s 

]AA -discussion of- the behavioral factor is not present in the paper. Although we 

doo not want to downsize its importance in multi factor models, we decided to 

followw much of the current research that focuses on affective and cognitive 

factorss in attitudes. 

2Anotherr important comparison would be between the two models described in 

Chapterr 1, a hierarchical and a non-hierarchical model consisting of affective, 

cognitive,, and overall evaluative factors. This is beyond the scope of the present 

research,, predominantly because it is not possible to distinguish between these 

models,, because, these models are statistically equivalent in structural equation 

modelingg using the present data set. The problem that models that represent 

veryy different causal relationships, have the same model-data fit has been 

describedd by Bollen (1989). 

3Thee factor correlations between the six evaluative factors are given in the 

Appendix.. As expected, these factor correlations demonstrated that the factors 

withh the same valence correlated positively with each other, whereas measures 

withh opposing valences correlated negatively. 
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Appendix x 

Cronbachs'Cronbachs' alphas and factor correlations (all p's < .01) for the cognitive 
positivepositive (cogpos)) cognitive negative (cogneg), the affective positive 
(affpos),(affpos), the affective negative (affneg), the overall positive (allpos) and 
thethe overall negative (allneg) factors for each attitude-object 

Cogposs Cogneg Affpos Affneg Allpos Allneg 

Passingg an Exam 

Cronbachs'' alphas 

Factorr correlations 

Bike-theft t 

Cronbachs'' alphas 

Factorr correlations 

Surfingg the internet 

Cronbachs'' alphas 

Factorr correlations 

.71 1 

Cogpos s 

Cognegg -.35 

Affposs .36 

Affnegg -.27 

Allposs .43 

Allnegg -.30 

.57* * 

Cogpos s 

Cognegg -.60 

Affposs .59 

Affnegg -.42 

Allposs .65 

Allnegg -.63 

.677 .89 

-.42 2 

.511 -.60 

-.388 .69 

.500 -.49 

.66** .85 

-.43 3 

.522 -.41 

-.533 .67 

.633 -.56 

.688 .91 

.699 .85 .82 

-.50 0 

.666 -.57 

.877 .86 .85 

-.48 8 

.622 -.77 

.900 .89 .87 .60 0 

Cogpos s 

Cognegg -.55 

Affposs .55 

Affnegg -.37 

Allposs .65 

Cogpos s 

Cognegg -.55 

Affposs .55 -.44 

Affnegg -.37 .59 -.47 

Allposs .65 -.53 .78 -.49 
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Allnegg -.43 .67 -.47 .70 -.56 

Organn donation 

Cronbachs'' alphas 

Factorr correlations Cogpos s 

Cogneg g 

Affpos s 

Aftheg g 

Allpos s 

Allneg g 

.72 2 

--

-.60 0 

.36 6 

-.33 3 

.60 0 

-.52 2 

.65 5 

--

-.24 4 

.37 7 

-.54 4 

.65 5 

.91 1 

--

-.56 6 

.59 9 

-.20 0 

.46 6 

.84** .82 

tCronbachs*tCronbachs* alphas for these scores were given after removal of the 
bimodalbimodal itemfs). 
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CHAPTERCHAPTER 3 

Thee Affectiv e Facto r of Attitude : A Specia l Role 
forr  Organ Donatio n Relevan t Decisions * 

Inn this chapter, we apply the concept of factors of attitude as 
describedd in the previous chapter to relevant decisions of organ 
donation.. We argue that affect plays a vital role in attitudes toward 
organn donation and that reluctance to become an organ donor is 
likelyy to be related to the experience of affective ambivalence. 
Assessingg the affect associated with organ donation could help to 
predictt donor-relevant decisions. Results of the previous chapter 
showedd that affective evaluations can be distinguished both from 
cognitivee evaluations and from overall evaluations. In the present 
study,, we found that affective evaluations revealed ambivalence 
(usingg the 'Griffin' measure of ambivalence) toward organ donation, 
whereass the two other types of evaluations did not. In a follow-up we 
demonstratedd that affective evaluations predicted donor-relevant 
decisionss six months later. The present findings support the proposal 
too include separate affective evaluations in measures of attitudes to 
organn donation. More general implications for the measurement 
andd structure of attitudes in health related domains are discussed. 

** This chapter is based on: van den Berg, H., Manstead, A.S.R., van der Pligt, J., & 
Wigboldus,, D.HJ. (2005). Affect in attitudes toward organ donation and commitment 
too donate. Psychology & Health, 20, 789-802. 
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Givenn that there is a serious shortage of organ donors worldwide, one would 

expectt public attitudes toward organ donation to be largely negative. Yet the 

oppositee seems to be the case: Recent research reveals generally positive 

attitudess (Brug, van Vugt, van der Borne, Brouwers & van HoofF, 2000; Cossé 

&& Weisenberger, 2000; Moloney & Walker, 2002; Radecki & Jaccard, 1997; 

Singh,, Katz, Beauchamp & Hannon, 2002). Of course, evidence of a 

discrepancyy between attitude and behavior is nothing new in attitude research 

(Ajzen,, 2000). Two explanations for this finding can be identified. Either 

attitudess to organ donation do not predict registration behavior, such that 

peoplee think favorably about organ donation without acting on this positive 

evaluation;; or the attitude as usually measured fails to capture all of the factors 

thatt shape the underlying construct. The purpose of the present chapter is to 

focuss on this latter explanation and to argue that paying more attention to 

respondents'' feelings toward organ donation has the potential to strengthen the 

attitude-behaviorr relationship. 

Researcherss investigating attitudes toward organ donation often rely on 

conceptionss of attitude that focus on cognitive evaluations (e.g., Cossé & 

Weisenberger,, 2000; Hayward & Madill, 2003; Rumsey, Hurford, & Cole, 

2003;; Skowronski, 1997; Skumanich & Kintsfather, 1996; see for a review 

Radeckii & Jaccard, 1997). Many of these cognitions can in fact be related to 

feelings.. Beliefs such as 'Organs are removed before one is actually dead' and 

'Deathh is declared too soon' are likely to be associated with negative feelings 

suchh as fear. On the other hand, altruistic beliefs such as 'Organ donation 

enhancess the lives of others' are likely to be related to positive feelings such as 

pride.. Thus, both positive and negative feelings can be associated with organ 

donation.. Yet, feelings have attracted limited attention in research on attitudes 

towardd organ donation. 

Althoughh the importance of affective factors in attitudes toward organ 

donationn has previously been recognized (Goodmonson & Glaudin, 1971; 

Parisii & Katz, 1986; Sanner, 2002), and despite the fact that it has been argued 
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thatt affective evaluations of organ donation can be distinguished from cognitive 

evaluationss and that affective evaluations are not always accompanied by 

cognitivee evaluations (Parisi & Katz, 1986), affective evaluations have not been 

assessedd independently from cognitive evaluations. Some researchers have 

takenn measures of affective evaluations but have not analyzed them separately 

fromm cognitive evaluations (Parisi & Katz, 1986). Other researchers 

(Goodmonsonn & Glaudin, 1971; Horton & Horton, 1991; Sanner, 2002; 

Skowronski,, 1997; Yeung, Kong, & Lee, 2000) have assessed evaluations 

consistingg of both affective and cognitive evaluations (e.g., 'I am fearful because 

II am afraid to compromise my own medical care'), making the resulting score a 

reflectionn of both types of evaluations. As things currently stand, therefore, 

theree is little by way of evidence concerning the unique role affective 

evaluationss play in attitudes toward organ donation. 

Theree are several reasons why it might be important to assess affect 

separatelyy in attitudes toward organ donation. First, there is reason to believe 

thatt affect is strongly related to donor-relevant decisions. In a study in which 

onee discrete affective evaluation (anxiety) was included as a predictor, this was 

foundd to have the second largest association with intention to donate organs 

(Reubsat,, van der Borne, Brug, Pruyn, & van Hooff, 2001). Furthermore, in 

researchh on blood donation (Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; Farley & Stasson, 2003) 

correlationss between self-reported behavior and affective versus cognitive 

evaluationss suggest that blood donation behavior was more strongly related to 

affectt than to cognition. This was especially the case in the absence of prior 

experiencee with blood donation. Second, there appears to be a general 

tendencyy to neglect affective reactions. When people are asked for an 

evaluationn they tend to focus on rational (more cognitive) aspects. This 

originatess from a bias toward explaining attitudes in verbal reports (Tesser & 

Martin,, 1996). It is possible that the explicit inclusion of affect in attitudes 

wouldd provide us with important information that would in turn result in an 

improvementt of the attitude-behavior relationship. 
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Third,, and most importantly, we believe that the lack of behavioral 

commitmentt to organ donation may be the result of affective evaluations that 

aree ambivalent. Evidence of ambivalence toward organ donation was found in 

aa study in which affective evaluations and cognitive evaluations were included 

butt not separately assessed (Parisi & Katz, 1986). These authors maintained 

thatt ambivalence reduces the readiness to make behavioral commitments in 

organn donation. Their results showed that people experienced ambivalence in 

attitudess toward organ donation; both positive and negative evaluations toward 

organn donation were simultaneously present. However the nature of this 

ambivalencee was not clear: It might have originated within cognitive and/or 

affectivee evaluations, or it might have been between these evaluations (see 

Maio,, Esses, & Bell, 2000). 

Ambivalencee can be described as the simultaneous presence of positive 

andd negative evaluations of an attitude-object (Eagly & Chaiken, 1998). 

Researchh shows that when people experience higher levels of ambivalence (as 

comparedd to people with lower levels) the strength of the attitude-behavior 

relationshipp is reduced (Conner & Sparks, 2002; Sparks, Conner, James, 

Shepherd,, & Povey, 2001). This approach can be distinguished from the 

presentt focus on differences on the level of ambivalence between and within 

attitudee factors. Ambivalence can exist between different factors of attitudes 

(e.g.,, affective-cognitive inconsistency), or within factors (e.g., inconsistency 

withinn affect). We expected the affective factor to be the better predictor of 

commitmentt to organ donation, because it reflects the ambivalence people 

experiencee when making donor relevant decisions. This is based on the 

followingg reasoning. 

Theree are several grounds for anticipating that ambivalence is likely to 

bee greatest in affective evaluations of organ donation. First, various researchers 

havee stressed the importance of affect in decision-making, because it focuses 

attentionn on negative or positive affective outcomes of a given action (Damasio, 

1994;; Frijda, Manstead, & Bern, 2000; Loewenstein, Hsee, Weber, & Welch, 
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2001;; Manstead & Parker, 1995; van der Pligt & de Vries, 1998; Schwarz, 

2000).. It is precisely the decision making aspect of organ donation (i.e., whether 

orr not to register as a donor) that seems to be problematic. Thus, ambivalence 

inn affective evaluations might account for a lack of ability to make decisions. 

Second,, positive and negative feelings can be related to both sides of 

decisionss about organ donation. Whereas cognitions about organ donation are 

presumablyy shaped by the predominantly positive norms and values associated 

withh donating organs, and are reflected in the positive attitudes toward organ 

donationn found in the literature when using cognitive measures (e.g. Radecki & 

Jaccard,, 1997), organ donation can readily be associated with both positive 

(pride,, relief) and negative (shame, fear) feelings. Thus, there are good reasons 

too expect ambivalence to be greater within the affective factor than in the 

cognitivee factor of attitudes to organ donation. 

Althoughh not assessed in prior research on attitudes toward organ 

donation,, affective evaluations have frequently been identified in attitude 

measuress (e.g., Breckler, 1984; Breckler & Wiggins, 1989). Crites, Fabrigar, and 

Pettyy (1994) created scales to measure cognitive and affective factors separately 

andd applied them to a wide range of topics such as snakes and capital 

punishment.. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, three evaluative factors 

off attitudes can be distinguished: An overall evaluative attitude, a cognitive 

factor,, and an affective factor. It is assumed that attitudes can vary along each 

off these dimensions (Eagly & Chaiken, 1998). 

Thee present study addresses two issues. First, we investigated whether 

anyy observed ambivalence in organ donation attitudes was due primarily to 

inconsistenciess between cognitive, affective and overall evaluative factors or to 

inconsistenciess within these factors. We anticipated that the primary source of 

anyy ambivalence would be found within affective evaluations. To determine the 

levell of ambivalence, positive and negative evaluations were assessed separately 

fromm each other, resulting in a six measures (positive and negative measures of 

affective,, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors). 
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Second,, we expected that of the three factors of attitude (affect, 

cognition,, and the overall evaluative factor), it would be the affective factor that 

wouldd be most predictive of organ donor-relevant decisions. We investigated 

thee relationship between attitudinal factors and commitment to organ donation 

inn a follow-up study conducted six months after we measured the attitude, using 

aa non-systematically selected sub-sample of the original sample. We expected 

thatt affective evaluation as measured at Time 1 would be the primary predictor 

off behavioral donor-relevant decisions to organ donation measured six months 

later. . 

Method d 

Attitudee toward organ donation 

Participants Participants 

Participantss were 464 psychology-students' at the University of Amsterdam 

(71%% women and 29% men) who took part in a mass testing session in 

exchangee for course credits. In the Netherlands, citizens are able to register as 

organn donor. All citizens aged 18 or over should receive a personally addressed 

registrationn form on which they can indicate whether they wish to donate 

organss (a detailed description of the Dutch organ donation registration system 

cann be found in Reubsat, Brug, de Vet, & van den Borne, 2003). According to 

figuress from the Dutch Foundation for Donor Education, as of January, 1, 

2001,, 37% of the Dutch population of 18 years or older has registered as 

donors2. . 

Questionnaire Questionnaire 

Participantss completed a questionnaire to evaluate their attitude toward organ 

donation.. The questionnaire included items intended to assess the overall 

evaluativee factor, the affective factor, and the cognitive factor. Each evaluation 

wass represented by eight (four positive and four negative) items. Each item 

consistedd of a unipolar scale on which participants rated the applicability of 
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adjectivess toward their evaluation of organ donation, ranging from 1 (not 

applicable)applicable) to 7 (extremely applicable). The adjectives completed the following 

sentences.. For the cognitive evaluation: "I think organ donation is...". For the 

affectivee evaluation: "Organ donation makes me feel...". For the overall 

evaluation:: "My overall attitude toward organ donation is...". 

Affectivee and cognitive adjectives were selected on the basis of research that has 

beenn found to distinguish between cognitive and affective aspects of attitudes to 

variouss topics (Crites et al., 1994). An additional requirement was that the 

cognitivee and affective adjectives should be comparable in terms of extremity 

andd specificity. Extremity refers to the evaluative implications of the adjective 

withh respect to valence. For example, 'anger' is regarded as more extreme than 

'senseless'.. Specificity refers to the range of situations to which the word can be 

applied.. For instance, 'anger' is appropriate in a smaller range of situations 

thann is 'useless'. For this reason we excluded discrete emotion terms such as 

sadnesss and anxiety. Based on a pilot study we selected affective and cognitive 

termss that were comparable in extremity and specificity, but were applicable to 

aa broad range of topics. Examples of negative items for the overall measure, the 

affectivee measure, and the cognitive measure are, respectively: negative, miserable 

andd useless. All 24 items that were used to assess the six different factors are 

shownn in Table 3 of Chapter 2. Measures of each factor were computed by 

averagingg ratings on the items corresponding to that factor. 

Too assess ambivalence we calculated the 'Griffin' measure of ambivalence, 

whichh is derived from calculating the mean of the positive and negative 

individuall evaluations, and then subtracting the absolute difference between 

thesee evaluations from this mean (Ambivalence = (P + N)/2- | P-N |, where P 

denotess the strength of the positive evaluations and N denotes the strength of 

thee negative evaluations; Thompson, Zanna, & Griffin, 1995). One departure 

fromm the procedure used by Thompson et al. is that participants were not 

explicitlyy requested to disregard their oppositely valenced evaluations when 

makingg a given rating. 
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Procedure Procedure 

Attitudee to organ donation was assessed in the context of a questionnaire 

investigatingg four attitude issues. Organ donation was always the second issue. 

Participantss were presented with the attitude object and asked to evaluate it 

usingg the adjectives presented. Within factors, positive and negative items were 

presentedd in a fixed but randomly selected order. The order of the affective and 

cognitivee evaluations was counterbalanced. The overall evaluation was always 

presentedd last. 

Commitmentt to organ donation: Six month follow-up 

Participants Participants 

AA subset of the 464 psychology students who took part in the main study 

participatedd in an allegedly unrelated study six months later. A substantial 

periodd between the attitude assessment and measuring commitment to organ 

donationn was felt to be desirable in order to rule out the possibility that 

participantss were trying to respond consistently with their previous reported 

attitudee when completing behavioral commitment measures. Eighty-five 

participantss signed-up for an unrelated study called 'Give your Opinion', and 

cann therefore be regarded as an unsystematically selected sub-sample of 

participantss in the main study. They enrolled in exchange for course credits 

andd completed a questionnaire about organ donation (22% men and 78% 

women). . 

Becausee commitment to organ donation is only viable for people who 

aree not against organ donation in principle, we excluded those who were 

'principled'' non-donors. Seven non-donors indicated that religious or other 

beliefss prevented them from becoming an organ donor. We also excluded 

participantss who were already registered as donors. Forty-two participants 

reportedd that they were registered as organ donors. Excluding these two groups 

fromm the analyses left 36 non-donors. This latter group is referred to as 

potentiall donors. 
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ProcedureProcedure and questionnaire 

Participantss were first asked whether being a donor was against their personal 

beliefs:: "Is consenting to organ donation against your personal (e.g., religious) 

beliefs?"" Participants replied on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 

(extremely).(extremely). Furthermore, they were asked whether they would like to receive 

moree information about organ donation3. They could reply either "yes", "no", 

orr "don't know". Finally, participants were given the opportunity to write their 

namee and address in order to be placed on a mailing list to receive regular 

informationn about organ donation. Participants who gave their name and 

addresss were put in touch with the 'Dutch Foundation for Donor Education' 

withinn two weeks of participating in the study. 

Results s 

Attitudee toward organ donation 

Reliabilityy was satisfactory for all measures (all Cronbach's alphas > .75) . 

Removall of the item 'likeable' increased the reliability of the overall positive 

attitudee by .10. We therefore removed this item from further analyses. We first 

presentt the mean evaluations and investigate whether positive and negative 

affectivee evaluations toward organ donation reflect greater ambivalence than 

thee corresponding cognitive and overall evaluations. Then, we report the 

predictivee utility of the various attitude factors in accounting for the organ 

donationn commitment measure taken six months later. 

MeanMean evaluation differences 

Figuree 1 presents the mean positive and negative evaluations toward organ 

donationn for the cognitive affective, and overall evaluative factor. In a 2 (valence: 

positive,, negative) x 3 (factor: affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative) 

multivariatee analysis of variance (MANOVA), with valence and factor as 

repeatedd measures, we found a main effect of Valence, F (1, 463) = 7108, p < 
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. 01 .. reflecting the fact that positive evaluations were seen as more applicable to 

organn donat ion than were negative evaluations. Moreover , an interaction 

betweenn valence and factor, F (2, 462) = 1303,/) < .01, showed that this valence 

mainn effect was moderated by type of factor, revealing a difference in the effect 

off valence between the factors. 

Inn three separate 2 x 2 MANOVAs we investigated to what extent 

meann positive and negative evaluations varied as a function of attitude factor. 

Inn the analysis in which valence (positive, negative) and factor (affective, overall) 

weree the factors, there was a significant interaction, F (I, 463) = 2420. p < .01. 

AA similar interaction was obtained when the factors were valence (positive, 

negative)) and factor (affective, cognitive), F (I, 463) = 2240, / ) < .01 . By 

contrast,, there was no significant interaction when the factors were valence 

(positive,, negative) and factor (cognitive, overall), F (1, 463) = 2.26, p - ns. 

Thus ,, the pat tern of positive and negative affective evaluations differed both 

fromm the pat tern of positive and negative overall evaluations and from the 

pat ternn of positive and negative cognitive evaluations. As expected, the mean 

cognitivee evaluation and the mean overall evaluation were both very positive. 

T h ee affective evaluation was more mixed, suggestive of a greater ambivalence. 

FigureFigure 3.1. Positive and negative overall evaluations, cognitive evaluations 
andand affective evaluations of organ donation 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Overall l Affect t Cognition n 
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Ambivalence Ambivalence 

Meann scores on the 'Griffin' measure of ambivalence for the cognitive, affective 

andd overall evaluations are shown in Table 3.1. In a repeated measures 

MANOVA,, with die three attitude factors as repeated measures, we confirmed 

thatt the factors differed in degree of ambivalence, F (2, 462) = 784, p < .01. 

Pairwisee comparisons showed that the level of ambivalence on the cognitive 

measuree was considerably lower than the level of ambivalence on the affective 

measuree {Diff-  -2.13, SE = .06, p < .01). Similarly, the level of ambivalence on 

thee overall measure was considerably lower than the level of ambivalence on 

thee affective measure {Diff=  -2.01, SE = .06, p < .01). 

TableTable 3.1. Mean individual ambivalence levels for the overall, affective and 
cognitivecognitive evaluations of organ donation (N = 464; SD's in parentheses) 

Ambivalencee Level 

Overalll evaluation 

Affectivee evaluation 

Cognitivee evaluation 

-1.111 (1.12) 

1.00(1.25) ) 

-1.13(1.12) ) 

Byy contrast, there was no difference in ambivalence between the 

cognitivee and overall measures {-Djff= -.04, SE = .04, p = ns). Thus, the affective 

evaluationn is not only more mixed but also shows the highest level of 

ambivalence. . 

Commitmentt to organ donation: Six month follow-up 

Wee investigated the predictive value of evaluations of organ donation among 

potentiall donors. In response to the question about whether they would like to 

receivee more information about registering as an organ donor, five potential 

donorss indicated that they were uncertain. Because this number is too small to 

bee regarded as a separate group, these participants were excluded from the 

ensuingg analysis. Nineteen potential donors indicated that they did not require 

furtherr information about organ donation, and 12 potential donors indicated 

thatt they would like to receive information about organ donation. 
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Inspectionn of the means (see Table 3.2.) showed that potential donors 

whoo wanted more information had a more positive evaluation of organ 

donationn six months earlier as compared to those who did not want more 

information.. This difference was most clear-cut for the affective evaluations. In 

logisticc regression analyses, the dependent variable measuring willingness to 

receivee more information (yes/no) was regressed separately on each of the six 

attitudee measures. Positive affective evaluation was the only significant 

predictorr {b - .97, SE = .42, Wald Statistic - 5.40, p - .02). A marginally 

significantt trend was also found for the negative affective evaluation (b = -.54, 

SESE - .32, Wald Statistic = 2.88, p = .09). Thus, potential donors who indicated 

thatt they wished to receive more information about organ donation possessed a 

moree positive affective evaluation six months earlier than did potential donors 

whoo did not want to receive more information. 

TableTable 3.2. Positive and negative overall, affective and cognitive evaluations 
ofof potential donors as a function of  information about organ 
donationdonation or not (SD's in parentheses) 

Moree Information No Information 

(n=12)) («=19) 

Overalll evaluation Positive 6.50 (0.96) 6.01 (0.82) 

Negativee 1.31(0.70) 1.68(0.77) 

Affectivee evaluation Positive 5.42(1.29) 3.89(1.42) 

Negativee 2.14(1.47) 3.08(1.34) 

Cognitivee evaluation Positive 5.79(0.74) 5.30(0.79) 

Negativee 1.39(0.58) 1.86(0.85) 

Potentiall donors could submit their name and address for entry on a 

mailingg list. Seventeen of the 36 potential donors did so. This includes the five 

potentiall donors who indicated that they were uncertain about receiving more 

informationn (the first commitment measure). The mean evaluations of potential 

donorss who gave their name and address and those who did not are shown in 

Tablee 3.3. 
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Whetherr potential donors gave their name and address or not (yes/no) 

wass regressed separately on each attitude measure. The only significant 

predictorr was positive affective evaluation (b = .77, SE — .35, Wald Statistic = 

4.74,, p = .015). Thus, those potential donors who submitted their name and 

addresss for inclusion in a mailing list had a more positive affective evaluation 

halff a year earlier than did those who did not. 

TableTable 3.3. Positive and negative overall, affective and cognitive evaluations 
ofof potential donors as a Junction of submitting name and address or 
notnot (SD's in parentheses) 

Overalll evaluation 

Affectivee evaluation 

Cognitivee evaluation 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Positive e 

Negative e 

Address s 

( « -17 ) ) 

6.25(1.06) ) 

1.53(0.70) ) 

4.93(1.41) ) 

2.45(1.53) ) 

5.555 (0.92) 

1.55(0.63) ) 

Noo Address 

(n(n = 19) 

6.12(0.80) ) 

1.59(0.70) ) 

4.08(1.81) ) 

2.84(1.28) ) 

5.500 (0.89) 

1.72(0.77) ) 

Generall Discussion 

Wee have argued that affect is a conceptually and empirically distinguishable 

factorr of attitude toward organ donation, and that affective evaluations of organ 

donationn might be an important determinant of reluctance to commit oneself to 

organn donation. Our data support the predictions concerning the special role of 

affectt and show that affect differs from both the cognitive and the more overall 

evaluativee factor of organ donation. We showed that the ambivalence toward 

organn donation observed in previous research (Parisi & Katz, 1986; see also 

Cacioppoo & Gardner, 1993) appears to have its origins in the affective 

evaluation.. In our view, the inclusion of a separate affective factor provides 

importantt information about the source of the previously found ambivalence 

towardd the issue of organ donation. Affective evaluations were also predictive of 
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donor-relevantt decisions six months after the attitude assessment. Thus, the 

affectivee factor seems especially important when trying to predict donor-

relevantt decisions on the basis of attitudes. It is noteworthy that the affective 

factorr (but not cognitive and overall evaluative factor) predicted future donor-

relevantt decisions. It seems possible that the affective factor reflects a more 

personall evaluation of organ donation, whereas cognitive and overall evaluative 

factorss might primarily reflect societal norms and values about organ donation. 

Thee distinction between cognition and affect has been conceptualized 

inn various ways. Affect can be seen as related to the approach/avoidance 

dimension,, whereas cognition relates to a true/false dimension (Zajonc, 1998). 

Althoughh we tried to minimize other aspects of the affect-cognition distinction 

(such(such as degree of extremity and specificity), we accept that cognitive and 

affectivee factors are not symmetrical (Damasio, 1994; Loewenstein et al., 2001). 

Thuss the present comparison does not capture all aspects of the difference 

betweenn cognitive and affective factors. For instance, Zajonc (1998) mentions 

133 distinctions between affect and cognition, in addition to the one mentioned 

above.. The main benefit of the present approach is that it allowed us to assess a 

specificspecific aspect of the affect-cognition distinction that could explain the observed 

findings. . 

Ambivalence e 

Wee found that the attitude factor that had the highest ambivalence was also the 

mostt predictive of future donor-relevant decisions. This might at first seem in 

contrastt with previous research, in which it has been found that higher 

ambivalencee relates to a weaker attitude-behavior consistency (Conner & 

Sparks,, 2002; Sparks et al., 2001). In addition, other researchers have found 

enhancedd attitude-behavior consistency among people high in ambivalence 

(Jonas,, Diehl, & Brömer, 1997; Maio, Bell, & Esses, 1996). 

Howw can these findings be related to each other? In our view, these 

seeminglyy contradictory findings relate to different aspects of the ambivalence 

issue.. On the one hand, there are correlational findings concerning 
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ambivalencee and attitude-behavior relationships that indicate reduced attitude-

intentionn consistency for people high in ambivalence (Conner & Sparks, 2002; 

Sparkss et al., 2001). Here, people high and low in ambivalence are compared. 

Onn the other hand, there are findings concerning ambivalence and the attitude-

behaviorr relationship in the context of attitude formation or attitude change. 

Thesee findings indicate increased attitude-intention consistency among people 

highh in ambivalence (Jonas et al., 1997; Maio et al., 1996). 

Wee believe the two processes are not mutually exclusive. People high in 

ambivalencee who generally show reduced attitude-intention consistency might 

neverthelesss engage in more systematic elaboration of attitude-relevant 

informationn (e.g., when confronted with a persuasive message), with the result 

thatt attitudes that are formed on the basis of this more thoughtful processing 

aree more predictive of subsequent behavior. 

Thee present findings with respect to the greater ambivalence found 

withinn the affective factor should be treated as relating to yet another aspect of 

thee ambivalence issue. We argue that the ambivalence that guides organ 

donationn related decisions is reflected by the affective factor. This ambivalence 

iss not apparent from the cognitive attitudinal factor, or from the overall 

evaluativee factor. In accordance with previous research on the level of 

ambivalencee people experience with existing attitudes (Conner & Sparks, 2002; 

Sparkss et al., 2001), we would predict that highly ambivalent (within the 

affectivee factor) individuals would exhibit less attitude-intention consistency 

thann their less ambivalent counterparts5. Thus, ambivalence can operate at 

differentt levels (e.g., intra-factor ambivalence versus intra-individual 

ambivalence).. Consequently when comparing different effects associated with 

ambivalencee it is important to take into account the level at which the 

ambivalencee is being assessed. 

Finally,, our findings give rise to some recommendations for future 

research.. Disentangling cognitive, affective, and overall evaluative factors 

enhancess the ability to predict donor-relevant decisions on the part of potential 
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donors.. This might be especially valuable in health-related domains, where 

theree is often the potential for discrepancies between attitudes and decisions. 

Furthermore,, a selection of adjectives specifically selected for the issue of organ 

donationn could lead to a better fit of the proposed six-factor model. 

Additionally,, using a behavioral index comprising a variety of ways in which 

attitudee to organ donation could be expressed would be likely to result in 

strongerr correlations with behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1977). Next, future 

researchh could examine the effects of affective evaluations in the context of 

establishedd attitude theories that focus on cognitive evaluations and behavioral 

intentions.. Lastly, we would like to recommend separate measures of positive 

andd negative evaluations. Positive and negative evaluations need not be 

perfectlyy inversely related. This issue has been raised before (e.g., Cacioppo & 

Berntson,, 1994), and may be especially applicable to the affective factor. 
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Endnotes s 

^ h ee same sample of Dutch psychology students as in Chapter 2 was used in 

thee present study. This sample is not representative of the general public. 

However,, this does not interfere with the primary purpose of these studies, 

whichh was to investigate whether a distinction in factors of attitudes can be 

madee in the organ donation domain and whether the inclusion of an affective 

factorr has any additional predictive value. 

2Bothh registered and unregistered donors were included in the sample because 

noo differences in the structure of attitudes were expected (i.e., the structure of the 

attitudee is not expected to vary as a function of whether a person is unregistered 

orr registered). 
3Moree indirect measures of registering as organ donor were taken because we 

anticipatedd that few people would actually decide to register under laboratory 

conditions. . 
5Inn fact, we explored this possibility for positive and negative affective 

evaluations.. Based on a median split we divided people into lower and higher 

affectivee ambivalence. As anticipated, there was no significant correlation 

betweenn attitude and donor-relevant decisions for people higher in affective 

ambivalence.. On the other hand, for people with lower levels of affective 

ambivalence,, the correlations between the two donor-relevant decision 

measuress and the affective evaluations were significant (for wanting more 

information:: positive affective evaluation, r = .67, p < .01, negative affective 

evaluation,, r = -.65, p < .01; for submitting name and address: positive affective 

evaluationn r = .52, p < .05, negative affective evaluation, r = -.53, p < .05). 
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CHAPTERCHAPTER 4 

Effect ss of Affectiv e and Cognitiv e Informatio n 
onn Attitudes * 

Inn this chapter, we report research on the effects of cognitive or 
affectivee information on attitudes and memory. We argue that 
affectivee or cognitive information will have a pronounced impact on 
thee corresponding attitudinal measure (affective or cognitive). In 
Studyy 1, while controlling for effects shared with an overall 
evaluativee factor, we demonstrate that affective information had 
specificc effects on the affective attitudinal measure but not on a 
cognitivee measure. In Study 2, we replicated and extended these 
effectss on attitudes with a broader set of affective and cognitive 
terms.. Moreover, positive affective information resulted in more 
falsee recognition of further positive affective statements than did 
cognitivee information, and vice versa. Negative affective and 
negativee cognitive information resulted in more false recognition of 
affectivee statements. Based on these results, we propose that affect 
andd cognition have different effects on factors of attitudes. 

** This chapter is based on: van den Berg, H., Manstead, A.S.R., van der Pligt, J., & 
Wigboldus,, D.HJ. (2006b). Differential effects of affective and cognitive information 
onn attitudes. Manuscript under review. 
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Jus tt six days after the terrorist attack of 9-11, an article was posted on the 

Internett with the headline: "Debate begins on Rebuilding Twin Towers" 

(cnn.com/u.s . ,, 9-17-2001). It hosted people who were for or against rebuilding 

thee towers. Some were against rebuilding because they were concerned about 

thee apparent lack of safety of such tall buildings. Others argued in favor of 

rebuildingg because "the city is not dead and is not allowed to die." The first 

argumentt can be described as a reasoned or cognitive argument, whereas the 

secondd is more closely related to feelings. The aim of the present chapter is to 

investigatee whether framing information about rebuilding the Twin Towers in 

cognitivee or affective terms leads to different kinds of attitudes and to 

differencess in memory for the information presented. 

Cognitivee information can be described as related to providing reasons 

(II think it is useful), and affective information as related to conveying how one 

feelss (It makes me feel proud). In this chapter we argue that affective or 

cognitivee information could result in attitudes that are more affect- or 

cognition-based.. This has important consequences. For example, greater 

atti tudee strength has been related to affectively based attitudes (Fazio, 1995; 

Giner-Sorolla,, 2001; Verplanken, Hofstee, & Janssen, 1998), and it has been 

suggestedd that these attitudes drive different kinds of behaviors (namely more 

intrinsicallyy rewarding ones) to those driven by cognitively based attitudes 

(whichh drive more goal directed behaviors; Millar & Tesser, 1986). 

Thee distinction between an affective versus a cognitive basis of attitudes 

hass a long history in social psychology (e.g., Rosenberg & Hovland, 1960). As 

hass been described in the previous chapters, the degree to which attitudes have 

ann affective versus cognitive basis has typically been assessed by investigating 

thee relation between an overall evaluative factor, on the one hand, and 

cognitivee and affective factors of the attitude, on the other. Typically, the 

overalll evaluative factor consists of ratings on general evaluative scales, the 

affectivee factor consists of feelings about the attitude object, and the cognitive 

factorr consists of valenced knowledge about the attitude object. When the 
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relationn between the overall evaluative factor and the affective factor is 

relativelyy strong, the attitude is assumed to have an affective basis; when the 

relationn between the overall evaluative factor and the cognitive factor is 

relativelyy strong, the attitude is assumed to have a cognitive basis (Abelson, 

Kinder,, Peters, & Fiske 1982; Grites, Fabrigar, & Petty, 1994; Giner-Sorolla, 

2001;; 2004, Petty, Fabrigar, & Wegener, 2003). 

Thiss way of assessing the basis of attitudes is derived from the view of 

ann overall evaluative factor as a summary evaluation of affective and cognitive 

factors.. This view has been elucidated by many researchers who investigated 

multiplee factors in attitudes (e.g., Cacioppo, Petty, & Geen, 1989; Crites et al., 

1994;; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Zanna & Rempel, 1988). However, as described 

inn the previous chapters, the overall evaluative factor is not always seen as a 

summaryy of affective and cognitive factors. In the automatic activation of 

attitudess literature, it has been argued that an overall evaluative response is 

likelyy to have an association with the attitude object in its own right (Bargh, 

Chaiken,, Govender, & Pratto, 1992; Fazio, 1995). This suggests that an overall 

evaluativee factor can also have some degree of independence from affective and 

cognitivee factors, such that an overall evaluative factor can be described as 

"relatedd to but separable from affect, cognition and behavior" (Petty et al., 

2003,, p. 753). 

Alongg these lines one could argue that affectively or cognitively framed 

informationn not only influences the relationship between overall evaluative 

factorss and affective or cognitive factors, but also has a direct impact on these 

factors.. Thus, affective information will have a more pronounced effect on the 

affectivee factor of attitudes than on the cognitive factor, and cognitive 

informationn will have a more pronounced effect on the cognitive factor of 

attitudess than on the affective factor. This effect should exist in addition to 

generall effects of information, which in this instance could be measured as the 

effectt that is shared with the overall evaluative factor. 
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Theree are some studies addressing these issues. These studies related 

thee amount of attitude change to whether persuasive communication contains 

informationn that corresponds with the affective or cognitive base of these 

attitudess (Edwards, 1990; Fabrigar & Petty, 1999; Millar & Millar, 1990). It was 

foundd that attitude change was moderated by the extent to which information 

matchedd the affective or cognitive attitudinal basis of attitudes. The present 

researchh builds on this past work by investigating the effects of affective or 

cognitivee information on the formation of different affective, cognitive and overall 

evaluations. . 

Thee impact of attitudes is also related to how the information about the 

attitudinall object is processed. Individuals have been found to differ in the 

extentt to which they base their attitudes on cognition or affect (Huskinson & 

Haddock,, 2003; Haddock & Zanna, 1998; Maio, Esses, Arnold, & Olson, 

2004).. In addition, it has been found that in the evaluation of certain objects 

peoplee tend to rely more on cognition, whereas for other objects people rely 

moree on affect (Kempf, 1999). Thus, it seems that affect and cognition are 

meaningfullyy distinct categories in information processing. 

Inn the first study reported below we examined the idea that presenting 

participantss with affective or cognitive informational statements made by New 

Yorkerss about rebuilding the Twin Towers has a specific impact on the 

correspondingg measure (affective or cognitive) of how they evaluate the 

rebuilding.. In a second study we set out to replicate and extend effects of Study 

1.. In this second study we also investigated effects on memory for the 

informationn presented. 

Studyy 1 

Thee main goal of this study was to examine whether people are differentially 

influencedd by affective or cognitive information that is either for or against the 

rebuildingg of the Twin Towers. This information was presented in the context 

off what was ostensibly a newspaper article about the rebuilding of the Twin 
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Towers.. The newspaper article presented two cognitive or two affective 

statementss that were either in favor of or opposed to rebuilding the Twin 

Towers.. We predicted that affective or cognitive information leads to specific 

effectss on the corresponding attitudinal measure. 

Ann important issue here is the order in which the three attitudinal 

factorss are expressed. Whereas affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative 

factorss are all supposed to measure different aspects of the attitude, the overall 

evaluativee factor taps a more general evaluation. Because of its general nature, 

responsess assessing this overall evaluative factor could influence the more 

specificc cognitive and affective factors. This is in line with the view that the 

overalll evaluative factor not only derives from affective and cognitive factors 

(e.g.,, Haddock & Zanna, 1999), but can also have an impact on these factors. 

Wee expect that when the overall evaluative factor is expressed first, it should 

influencee the affective and cognitive factors. We therefore manipulated whether 

thee overall evaluative factor was expressed before or after the affective and 

cognitivee factors. We expected that the impact of message framing would be 

attenuatedd when the overall evaluative factor was expressed first. 

Method d 

Participants Participants 

Threee hundred and thirty-two students from the University of Amsterdam 

participatedd in a mass testing session for course credit during the fall of 2002. 

Meann age was 21 (SD — 5.25), and 70% were female. The study was presented 

ass researching differences between European and American reactions to issues 

relatedd to 9/11. 

Procedure Procedure 

Participantss were randomly assigned to one of eight conditions formed by the 

factoriall combination of three variables: information valence (positive vs. 

negative),, information type (affective vs. cognitive), and order of assessment 

(overalll evaluative factor first vs. last). 
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PriorPrior  Attitude. We first assessed to what extent participants had 

consideredd the issue of rebuilding the Twin Towers previous to the experiment. 

Participantss responded to the question: "I have thought a lot about rebuilding 

thee Twin Towers" on a scale ranging from 1 {fully disagree) to 7 (fully agree). 

Becausee this study was concerned with attitude formation, we excluded 

participantss who had spent considerable time thinking about the issue and 

probablyy had already formed an attitude toward the issue. 

AttitudeAttitude Object. Participants were asked to read what appeared to be a 

newspaperr article. The text included statements allegedly made by New 

Yorkerss that were either in favor of or against the rebuilding of the Twin 

Towers.. Each text consisted of two statements that were of the same valence 

(positivee or negative) and type (cognitive or affective). The cognitive positive 

adjectivess used in the statements were 'valuable', and 'fair'. The cognitive 

negativee adjectives were 'selfish' and 'undue'. The affective positive adjectives 

weree 'hope' and 'joy'. The affective negative adjectives were 'angry', and 

'miserable'. . 

AttitudeAttitude Measures. Participants reported their attitudes to rebuilding the 

Twinn Towers on a questionnaire consisting of items intended to measure 

positivee affective, positive cognitive, negative affective, negative cognitive, 

positivee overall evaluative, and negative overall evaluative factors of attitude. 

Itemm adjectives were selected on the basis of research by Crites et al. (1994). 

Becausee positive and negative evaluations tend to be independent (Cacioppo & 

Berntson,, 1994), unipolar rather than bipolar scales were used. The 12 

cognitivee items were 'wise,' 'valuable,' 'safe,' 'healthy,' 'fair,' 'considerate,' 

'selfish,'' 'callous,' 'undue,' 'inconsiderate,' 'untrustworthy,' and 'dangerous.' 

Theyy were preceded by: "I think rebuilding the Twin Towers is...,". The 

twelvee affective items were preceded by "Rebuilding the Twin Towers makes 

mee feel..." and the adjectives were 'joy,' 'fine,' 'desire,' 'proud,' 'satisfied,' 

'hope,'' 'miserable,' 'awful,' 'angry,' 'sad,' 'anxious,' and 'disgusted.' The 

adjectivess used were different from those used in the newspaper article, with 
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twoo exceptions. In the subsequent analyses these overlapping adjectives were 

excluded.. The eight overall items were preceded by "My overall evaluation of 

rebuildingg the Twin Towers is..." and the adjectives were 'good,' 'positive,' 

'pro,'' 'like,' 'negative,' 'dislike,' 'anti,' and 'bad.' The response scale ranged 

fromm (1) not applicable to (7) extremely applicable. The overall evaluative factor was 

completedd either before or after the other measures. The order of the affective 

andd cognitive factors was counterbalanced. Within each factor the adjectives 

weree presented in a fixed random order. 

Resultss and discussion 

Meann averaged scores were transformed into z-scores. Participants with z-

scoress greater than plus or minus 3 were excluded as outliers (Stevens, 1996). 

Wee also excluded those who reported having considered rebuilding the Twin 

Towerss prior to the experiment, as evidenced by a score above the midpoint of 

thee scale on the prior attitude question. Fifty-two participants were excluded, so 

thatt 280 participants remained. 

Attitudes Attitudes 

Meann positive and negative overall, cognitive, and affective factors were 

calculated.. Reliabilities were satisfactory for the positive and negative overall, 

cognitivee and affective factors (Cronbach's a's > .82). 

Wee carried out a 2 (information valence: positive vs. negative) x 2 

(informationn type: affective vs. cognitive) x 2 (order: overall evaluative factor last 

vs.. overall evaluative factor first) x 2 (type of attitude measure: affective vs. 

cognitive)) MANCOVA, with type of attitude measure as a within-subjects 

variable.. The average of the positive and negative overall evaluative measures 

wass used as covariate, to control for effects that are shared by the overall 

evaluativee factor1. In line with research from the previous chapters (see also van 

denn Berg, Manstead, van der Pligt, & Wigboldus, 2005), we conducted separate 

analysess for the positive and for the negative affective and cognitive factors2. 

Wee found no effects on the negative measures. For the positive measures, the 

inclusionn of the covariate was warranted3. As predicted, the expected 3-way 
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interactionn between information type, information valence, and type of attitude 

measuree was moderated by the order factor, as indicated by a significant 4-way 

interaction,, F {1, 271) = 4.67, p = .03 that was found for the positive measures. 

Whenn the overall evaluative measure preceded the affective and 

cognitivee evaluations, no significant effects were found. However, when the 

overalll evaluative factor followed the affective and cognitive evaluations, we 

found,, in a 2 (information valence: positive vs. negative) x 2 (information type: 

affectivee vs. cognitive) x 2 (type of attitude measure: affective vs. cognitive) 

M A N C O V A ,, with type of attitude measure as a within-subjects factor, and the 

meann overall evaluation as covariate again, the expected three-way interaction, 

F{\,F{\,  139) = 4.13,/> = .04 (see Table 4 .1 . for means). 

TableTable 4.1. Adjusted means of positive affective and cognitive measures for 
thethe positive and negative affective and cognitive information when the 
overalloverall evaluative factor ivas expressed last (SD's in parentheses) 

Affectivee Evaluation 

Cognitivee Evaluation 

Affectivee Information 

Positive e 

2.700 (1.38) 

3.600 (1.16) 

Negative e 

2.144 (1.07) 

3.511 (1.12) 

Cognitivee Information 

Positive e 

2.199 (1.25) 

3.600 (1.12) 

Negative e 

2.644 (1.29) 

3.522 (1.00) 

Note.Note. Covariate: Overall evaluative factor M — (3.65). 

Simplee contrasts showed that positive affective information resulted in a 

moree positive evaluation on the affective measure than did negative affective 

information,, F (1, 139) = 3.99, p < .05. As expected, positive versus negative 

affectivee information did not have an effect on the cognitive measure, F(\, 139) 

== 2.52, p = .12. The effect of affective information on the cognitive measure 

evenn points to an incongruent effect. Although we found that positive versus 

negativee cognitive information had no effect on the affective measure, it also 

unexpectedlyy had no effect on the cognitive measure, Fs(\, 139,) < 1. 

Thee findings demonstrate that when controlling for effects shared by 

thee overall evaluative factor, affective information had an impact on the 

positivee affective measure, whereas cognitive information did not. This was 
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onlyy the case when the overall evaluative measure was completed last. The 

findingfinding that the completion of the overall evaluative measure attenuates the 

effectss of affective versus cognitive information suggests that this overall 

evaluativee factor influences the cognitive and affective factors. This is consistent 

withh the notion of a reciprocal relation between attitudinal factors. 

However,, we did not find an effect of cognitive information on the 

cognitivee positive measure of attitude. There are several possible reasons for the 

absencee of effects of cognitive information on the corresponding attitudinal 

measure.. In addition to explanations relating to the paradigm used here, this 

couldd arise from inherent differences between affect and cognition. Previous 

researchh on attitude change has also found that cognitive persuasion was not 

effectivee in changing attitudes derived from cognitions to a greater extent than 

attitudess derived from affect, despite the fact that affective persuasion was more 

effectivee in changing attitudes based on affect than attitudes based on cognition 

(Fabrigarr & Petty, 1999). 

AA possible explanation is that attitudes formed via the affective route 

aree more susceptible to the evaluative implications of affective information 

becausee of differences in strength of attitude formation via the affective and 

cognitivee routes. It has been argued that emotions like fear are processed 

throughh a subcortical pathway, which is a rapid representation, whereas 

cognitionss are processed through a cortical pathway, which could lead to a 

slowerr but more detailed representation {LeDoux, 1995). The role of this 

subcorticall pathway in processing emotional stimuli has subsequently been 

extendedd to positive and negative valenced pictures (Garavan, Pendergrass, 

Rosss & Stein, 2001). 

However,, alternative explanations for the present findings first need to 

bee ruled out. For instance, our findings could be attributable to the specific 

affectivee or cognitive statements used. This possibility was investigated in a 

secondd study. 
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Studyy 2 

Thee main goal of the present study was to further investigate effects of affective 

orr cognitive information. First, we aimed to replicate the findings of Study 1. 

Too control for the possibility that specific affective or cognitive statements could 

accountt for any observed differences, we used two different sets of affective and 

cognitivee statements. This time, the measure of the overall evaluative factor was 

alwayss completed last. 

AA second aim of this study was to explore whether cognitive versus 

affectivee information affects memory. We investigated whether affective or 

cognitivee information led to a greater tendency to falsely identify new 

statementss belonging to the same affective or cognitive category as the original 

information.. Using a recognition task, we assessed whether previously unseen 

statementss from the same category as the original statements were (falsely) 

recognizedd with greater certainty than were previously unseen statements from 

thee alternative category. For example, if the information stated that people 

weree 'proud', and 'desired' the rebuilding the Twin Towers, participants were 

predictedd to be more certain that 'hope' was present in the text than when the 

informationn that the people thought it 'valuable', or 'fair' to rebuild the Twin 

Towers. . 

Method d 

Participants Participants 

Participantss were 292 students from the University of Amsterdam who took 

partt in a mass testing session in exchange for course credit during the fall of 

2001.. Their mean age was 20 [SD = 4.75), and 71% were female. The same 

coverr story as that in Study 1 was used. Participants were randomly assigned to 

onee of eight conditions formed by the factorial combination of type of 

informationn (affective versus positive) and valence of information (positive 

versuss negative). 
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Procedure Procedure 

AttitudeAttitude Object. We used the same simulated newspaper article used in 

Studyy 1. To control for effects unique to specific words, two separate sets of 

wordss were used for each combination of valence and type of information. For 

thee positive cognitive statements, the words were either 'valuable' and 'fair,' or 

'wise'' and 'healthy.' The negative cognitive words were 'dangerous' and 

'undue,'' or 'selfish' and 'callous.' The affective positive words were 'proud' and 

'desire,'' or 'hope' and 'joy.' The affective negative words were 'fear' and 'sad,' 

orr 'angry' and 'sick.' 

AttitudeAttitude Measures. Participants reported their attitude toward rebuilding 

thee Twin Towers on the same measures as those used in Study 1. The order in 

whichh measures of the affective and cognitive factors were presented was 

counterbalanced.. Measures of the overall factor were always presented last. 

PriorPrior  Attitude. Participants were then asked about their prior attitude 

towardd rebuilding the Twin Towers4, by rating three items: "Prior to this 

questionnairee I thought a lot about rebuilding the Twin Towers;" "Prior to this 

questionnairee I was against rebuilding the Twin Towers;" and "Prior to this 

questionnairee I was in favor of rebuilding the Twin Towers." The response 

scalee ranged from (1) fully disagree to {7) July agree. 

RecognitionRecognition Memory. Participants rated their certainty that each of eight 

statementss had appeared in the text on a scale ranging from (1) definitely not 

presentpresent to (7) definitely present. One statement from each cell of the design was 

used,, such that participants were presented with one statement that had 

appearedd in their version of the newspaper article, and seven statements that 

hadd not been present. One of these seven belonged to the same category as the 

statementss in the newspaper article (i.e., cognitive positive, cognitive negative, 

affectivee positive, affective negative). 

Resultss and discussion 

Meann averaged scores were transformed into ^-scores, ^-scores greater than 

pluss or minus 3.0 were excluded as outliers (Stevens, 1996). We also excluded 
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thosee people who reported having had a clear or inconsistent attitude toward 

rebuildingg the Twin Towers prior to the questionnaire, as evidenced by a score 

abovee midpoint of the scale on one of the three 'prior attitude' items. Twenty-

sixx participants were excluded on this basis. There were 263 remaining 

participants. . 

Attitude Attitude 

Reliabilitiess were satisfactory for the measures of positive and negative overall, 

cognitivee and affective attitude factors (Cronbach's a's > .80). For any given 

participantt there were two items overlapping between the newspaper article 

andd the attitudinal measures, and these were excluded from the subsequent 

analyses.. Mean scores were calculated for each of the attitudinal factors. 

AdjectiveAdjective Set. To check whether the use of a specific type of adjective 

withinn the category made a difference to the resulting attitude measures, we 

firstfirst treated adjective set as a separate factor. There were no main or 

interactionn effects involving adjective-set. In the ensuing analyses we therefore 

collapsedd across adjective set. 

ImpactImpact of Information Valence and Type on Attitudes. A 2 (information 

valence:: positive vs. negative) x 2 (information type: affective vs. cognitive) x 2 

(typee of attitude measure: affective vs. cognitive) MANCOVA, was performed 

separatelyy for the positive and negative measures5. We treated type of attitude 

measuree as within-subjects factor, and the average of the positive and negative 

overalll evaluative factors was taken as covariate. Inclusion of the covariate 

provedd to be warranted6. 

Thee predicted interaction between valence of information, type of 

informationn and type of attitude measure was again not significant for the 

negativee attitude measures, F (1, 257) < 1, but was significant for the positive 

ones,, ^ (1 ,257)= 7.04,/><.01 (see Table 4.2.). 
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TableTable 4.2. Adjusted means of the positive affective and cognitive measure 
forfor  the positive and negative affective and cognitive information (SD's 
inin  parentheses) 

Affectivee Information Cognitive Information 

Positivee Negative Positive Negative 

Affectivee Evaluation 4.29 (0.78) 3.98 (0.89) 4.15 (0.89) 4.12 (0.96) 

Cognitivee Evaluation 4.02 (0.99) 3.88 (1.10) 4.02 (1.23) 3.89 (1.18) 

Note.Note. Averaged overall evaluative factor (4.39) as covariate. 

Simplee main effects for the positive measures showed that whether the 

informationn provided was positive or negative had a significant impact when 

thee information was affective in type and the measure was also affective, F (I, 

258)) = 10.88, p < .01 . As expected, whether the information was positive or 

negativee in nature made no difference when the information was cognitive in 

typee and the measure was affective, F (I, 258) < 1. Again, the valence of the 

informationn did not significantly affect attitudes when the information was 

cognitivee in type and the measure was also cognitive, F (I, 259) < 1. There was 

noo effect of information valence when the information was affective in type and 

thee attitudinal measure was cognitive, F(\, 259) = 1.36,p — .25. 

RecognitionRecognition memory 

Recognitionn certainty of the statements that had been present in the text (hits) 

wass relatively high, M — 5.10, SD — 2.02. For false alarms, this mean was lower, 

MM = 2.48, SD = 1.19, / (263) = 18.90, p < .01. The positive and negative 

statementss that were falsely recognized as having been seen before were entered 

intoo separate 2 (information type: positive affective vs. positive cognitive) x 2 

(falsee recognition type: affective vs. cognitive) MANOVA, with the false 

recognitionn type as a within-subjects factor. 
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TableTable 4.3. Mean cognitive and affective positive false recognitions as a 
JunctionJunction of positive affective and cognitive information (SD's in 
parentheses) parentheses) 

« = 1 3 11 Affective Information Cognitive Information 

Affectivee false recognition 3.94 (2.22) 2.77 (2.01) 

Cognitionn false recognition 2.99 (2.13) 3.81 (2.04) 

Note.Note. Scales run from 1 (definitely not present) to 7 (definitely present). 

Forr the false positive statements, we found the expected interaction 

betweenn information type and false recognition type, F(\, 129) = \7.3l,p < .00 

(seee Table 4.3.). Separate Mests confirmed that participants made more 

affectivee false recognitions when they had received positive affective 

informationn than when they had received positive cognitive information, / (130) 

== 3.23, p < .01 . Conversely, they made more cognitive false recognitions when 

theyy received positive cognitive information than when they received positive 

affectivee information, t (129) = -2.24,/) < .03. 

Forr the negative false recognitions, a different pattern emerged. 

Whereass no interaction between information type and false recognition type 

wass seen, F(\, 110) < 1, an unexpected main effect of false recognition type 

emerged,, F (\, 110) = 13.99,/» < .01 ; see Table 4.4. Separate paired /-tests 

showedd that when participants had received negative affective information they 

madee more affective false recognitions than cognitive false recognitions, / (49) = 

2.72,, p < .01 . However, when participants received negative cognitive 

informationn they also made more affective than cognitive false recognitions, / 

(61)) = 2 .50 , />< .02 . 

TableTable 4.4. Mean cognitive and affective negative false recognitions as a 
functionfunction of negative affective and cognitive information (SD's in 
parentheses) parentheses) 

nn = 112 Affective Information Cognitive Information 

Affectivee false recognition 3.82(2.01) 3.39(1.99) 

Cognitionn false recognition 3.06 (1.84) 2.84 (1.92) 

Note.Note. Scales run from 1 (definitely not present) to 7 (definitely present) 
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Thus,, for the positive false recognitions, we confirmed that people 

tendedd to falsely recognize statements from the same category (affect or 

cognition).. For the negative false recognitions, however, we did not find this 

effect.. In contrast, we found that participants tended to falsely recognize the 

affectivee statements more, regardless of whether the information they received 

wass affective or cognitive. 

Thee findings of this second study replicate the effects of affective versus 

cognitivee information on attitudinal factors observed in Study 1. When 

controllingg for effects shared with the overall evaluative factor, we found that 

affectivee information resulted in specific effects on the affective measure, but 

nott on the cognitive measure. Again, we did not find a parallel pattern for 

cognitivee information, and we found these results only on the positive measures. 

Inn addition to the effects of affective or cognitive information on 

attitudes,, we found an effect on recognition memory. When participants 

receivedd positive cognitive information, they were more likely to 'recognize' 

previouslyy unseen cognitive adjectives as having been seen before than they 

weree to 'recognize' previously unseen affective adjectives as having been seen 

before.. Likewise, when participants had received positive affective information, 

theyy were more likely to falsely recognize affective statements as having been 

seenn before than they were to 'recognize' previously unseen cognitive adjectives 

ass having been seen before. This suggests that it is not only the specific 

statementss that are encoded in memory, but also the category {affective or 

cognitive)) to which they belong. 

Forr the negative false recognition statements, we found that affective 

statementss were recognized more than were cognitive statements, regardless of 

whetherr the message framing was affective or cognitive. 
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Generall Discussion 

Attitudess are commonly thought of as evaluations that are based either on 

affectt or on cognition, as reflected in the relative strength of correlations 

betweenn overall evaluative factors and more specific affective and cognitive 

evaluationss (Abelson et al., 1982; Crites et al., 1994; Giner-Sorolla, 2001; 2004, 

Pettyy et al., 2003). The present research suggests that affective and cognitive 

informationn is likely to have a more pronounced impact on the corresponding 

attitudinall factor. The findings demonstrate that affective information about an 

attitudee object has a pronounced impact on the affective aspect of attitudes to 

thatt object, but not on the cognitive aspect of attitudes to that object, when 

controllingg for effects shared with the overall evaluative factor. In other words, 

affectivee information about an attitude object produced specific effects on the 

affectivee factor of attitude. Thus, building on the findings of previous 

researcherss (Edwards, 1990; Fabrigar & Petty, 1999; Millar & Millar, 1990), we 

suggestt that when it comes to attitude formation, affective information has a 

specificc impact on affective factors of attitude. One implication of these findings 

iss that attitudinal factors need to be assessed separately if there is a prior reason 

too suppose that manipulations might impact more on one factor than another. 

AA possible limitation of the present findings is that we did not find 

specificc effects of cognitive information on cognitive attitudinal measures. 

Althoughh we showed that this lack of effect extends to different sets of 

adjectives,, and despite the fact that a similar effect has been found in the 

domainn of attitude change (Fabrigar & Petty, 1999), it might still be attributable 

too the attitudinal issue used in the present studies. The issue of rebuilding the 

Twinn Towers might be an issue for which affective factors are generally more 

importantt than cognitive factors, with the result that attitudes are more 

susceptiblee to affective information (cf. Edwards, 1990; Fabrigar & Petty, 1999). 

Ass mentioned earlier, another possible explanation is that there are 

inherentt differences in attitude formation via the affective and cognitive routes 
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(seee e.g., LeDoux, 2000), resulting in a greater susceptibility of attitudes formed 

viaa the affective route to the evaluative implications of affective information. In 

addition,, cognitive information might be more likely to lead people to analyze 

thee reasons for their attitudes, which in turn moderates their judgments when 

theyy are asked to evaluate the attitude object (see Wilson & Schooler, 1991). It 

iss for future research to determine whether the lack of effects of cognitive 

informationn is indeed attributable to factors specific to the present materials 

used,, or whether it reflects a more general phenomenon. 

Wee found that affective or cognitive information influenced attitudes 

butt also resulted in effects on recognition memory. For positive affective or 

cognitivee information, we found that people were more likely to falsely 

recognizee another adjective from the same category (e.g., affective) as compared 

too the other category (e.g., cognitive). An explanation for this effect is that 

peoplee store the information according to its affective or cognitive nature. 

Affectt and cognition could thus be distinct categories used in memory 

processes. . 

Inn contrast to the false recognition findings for positive information, we 

foundd that when the information was negative people were more prone to 

falselyy recognize affective than cognitive statements. This was regardless of 

whetherr the information was affective or cognitive in nature. Thus, even when 

peoplee were presented with negative cognitive information, they falsely 

recognizedd negative affective statements more than negative cognitive 

statements. . 

Thiss latter finding could possibly help to account for the lack of effects 

wee found on the negative attitudinal measures, something that we have also 

foundd in the previous chapter (see also van den Berg et al., 2005; 2006b). It is 

possiblee that there exists an asymmetry in the effects of affective versus 

cognitivee message framing. For positive information and attitude measures, we 

findd a consistent pattern that implies distinct affective and cognitive categories. 

Forr negative information, however, the pattern is less clear. Ou r findings with 
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respectt to false recognition suggest that negative information might be more 

readilyy interpreted as affective rather than cognitive. 

Inn sum, we argue that there is more to attitudes than overall 

evaluations,, with the latter conceived as a summary of affective and cognitive 

factors.. The present findings demonstrate that it matters whether information is 

affectivee or cognitive. When controlling for effects on overall evaluations, we 

findd effects on the corresponding attitudinal factor. Memory findings suggest 

thatt this is because affect and cognition are categories used to store information 

inn memory. Our findings also suggest that different effects of affective versus 

cognitivee information toward rebuilding the Twin Towers exist for positive 

versuss negative information and measures. We therefore argue that under some 

circumstancess it is important to conceptualize and assess attitudes as consisting 

off separate but related affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors, each 

factorr being further separable into positive and negative measures. 
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Endnotes s 

'Forr reasons of simplicity, we took as the covariate the mean positive and 

negativee overall measures, because this produced results that were very similar 

too those found using the positive and negative overall measures as separate 

covariates. . 
22 In the same analysis with the valence of the attitudinal measure (positive vs. 

negative)) as separate factor, the five-way interaction between information 

valence,, information type, order of evaluation, valence of attitudinal measure, 

andd type of measure was close to conventional significance thresholds, F (1, 

271)) = 3.53,/» =.06. 
33 The assumption of homogeneous regression hyperplanes was tenable, because 

theree was no interaction between the overall evaluative factor and information 

type,, F (1, 268) < 1, or between the overall evaluative factor and valence of the 

information,, F (1, 268) < 1, or between the overall evaluative factor and the 

orderr or evaluation, F (I, 268) = I, p — .32. Furthermore, the interaction of the 

covariatee with type of attitude measure was significant, F (1, 268) = 8.38, p < 

.01. . 

44 Although asking participants for their prior attitude after they had expressed 

theirr current attitude has its weaknesses, this was done to avoid any possible 

influencee of prior attitude expression on the manipulation and on current 

attitudee measures. 
55 The four-way interaction between information valence, information type, 

valencee of the measures and type of attitude measure was significant, F (I, 255) 

== 4 . 8 4 , / J < .05. 

66 The assumption of homogeneous regression hyperplanes was tenable, because 

theree was no interaction between the overall evaluative factor and information 

type,, F (1, 253) < 1, or between overall evaluative factor and information 

valence,, F(\, 253) = 1.58,/? = .21. Also, the interaction of the covariate with 

typee of attitudinal measure was significant, F (I, 253) = 6.38,/» = .01. Although 
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thee interaction of the covariate with valence of attitudinal measure was not 

significant,, F ( l , 253) < 1, we judged there to be sufficient reason to include the 

covariate. . 
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CHAPTERCHAPTER 5 

Thee Impac t of Affectiv e and Cognitiv e Focus on 
Attitud ee Formation * 

Wee examine the effects of unobtrusive affective and cognitive focus 
onn attitude formation. To induce focus, participants worked on a 
word-searchh puzzle consisting of either affective words (e.g., 
'emotion')) or cognitive words (e.g., 'reasoning'). They then read 
positivee and negative affective and cognitive information about a 
neww attitude object. In the affective focus condition, overall 
evaluationss were more congruent with the valence of the affective 
informationn than in the cognitive focus condition. In the latter 
conditionn evaluations were more congruent with the valence of the 
cognitivee information than in the affective focus condition. 
Comparedd to affective focus, cognitive focus also resulted in 
enhancedd recall of cognitive information. The effects on evaluations 
remainedd stable over time, whereas effects on memory disappeared. 
Finally,, affective focus was associated with faster response times. 
Resultss of a second study suggest that the faster response in an 
affectivee focus was due to an impact on attitude formation instead of 
aa faster retrieval of the attitude. The present research suggests that 
wee can unobtrusively induce people to focus on feelings or thoughts 
more.. This results in attitudes that follow the valence attached to 
affectivee or cognitive information. In addition, an affective focus 
leadss to faster attitude formation. 

** Part of this chapter is based on: van den Berg, H., Manstead, A.S.R., van der Pligt, J., & 
Wigboldus,, D.H J. (2006). The impact of affective and cognitive focus on attitude formation. 
JournalJournal of Experimental Social Psychology,42! 373-379. Part of this chapter was developed in 
collaborationn with Russ Fazio, OSU, USA. 
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Evaluationss come in all kinds and sizes. Take the example of the evaluation of 

thee bank to which you entrust your money. Now compare this with how you 

mightt evaluate a pet animal, such as a cat. Although both evaluations are 

probablyy positive, they almost certainly differ in their base. You are likely to 

basee your evaluation of your bank on beliefs and other cognitive considerations, 

butt you probably evaluate your pet in terms of feelings and other affective 

considerationss (i.e., the cat being cute). 

Mostt evaluations incorporate both cognitive and affective factors. 

Attitudee research often describes cognitive and affective factors of an attitude in 

relationn to an overall evaluative factor. The latter more general evaluation 

reflectss whether one is opposed to or in favor of a certain attitude object (Eagly 

&& Chaiken, 1998; Giner-Sorolla, 1999; Tesser & Martin, 1996). Relevant 

cognitionss are the valenced beliefs held by the individual about the attitude 

object.. Relevant affect is the set of feelings and emotions the person associates 

withh the attitude object. There is evidence that cognition and affect are attitude 

factorss that can be distinguished both from each other (Breckler, 1984; Breckler 

&& Wiggins, 1989; Crites, Fabrigar, & Petty, 1994; Trafimow & Scheeran, 1998) 

andd from overall evaluations (see Chapter 2). 

Iff we accept that affect and cognition are separate factors of attitudes, it 

shouldd be possible to render one or the other more salient. Importantly, this 

couldd lead to the formation of different attitudes, reflecting the salience of the 

affectivee or cognitive factor. Previous research has indirectly addressed this 

issuee by examining the attitude-behavior relationship. Millar and Tesser (1986) 

found,, when participants were asked to focus on their feelings about a puzzle 

(affectivee focus) or on their thoughts about the puzzle (cognitive focus), that a 

matchh between cognitive or affective focus and cognitively- or affectively-driven 

behaviorr enhanced the relation between attitudes and behavior. Thus cognitive 

focuss resulted in a higher correlation between attitude and time spent on the 

puzzle,, but only when working on a puzzle was framed in instrumental terms. 

Similarly,, in an affective focus there was a higher correlation between the 
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attitudee and behavior when working on a puzzle was framed in consumatory 

terms,, such as that it was fun to do. The mechanism held to be responsible for 

suchh effects is that emphasizing the affective or cognitive factor results in an 

overalll evaluation that more closely reflects the emphasized factor, which in 

turnn improves the attitude-behavior relationship. 

Relatedd effects have been obtained with existing attitudes (Farley & 

Stasson,, 2003; Esses & Dovidio, 2002). Interestingly, both these studies assumed 

thatt the relevant behavior was affectively driven. Farley and Stasson (2003) 

foundd stronger correlations between attitudes and blood donation intentions 

whenn participants were in an affective focus as compared to a cognitive focus. 

Similarr findings were obtained by Esses and Dovidio (2002) in the context of 

viewingg a video about discrimination against ethnic minorities and willingness 

too engage in intergroup contact. If we presume that both studies investigated 

behaviorss that are affectively driven, they demonstrated an enhanced attitude-

behaviorr relation when participants were in a congruent (affective) focus. 

Thesee studies thus seem to indicate that a cognitive or affective focus 

renderss certain aspects more salient which has an impact on attitudes, but there 

aree a number of loose ends that might make this conclusion preliminary. One 

problemm is that the previous studies did not assess the effect of focus on the 

attitudee as such, but rather investigated the difference in strength of relation 

betweenn attitudes and behavior. This means that other constructs that had been 

inadvertentlyy activated could also account for the attitude-behavior consistency 

effects.. For instance, focus could not only have influenced attitudes but also 

behavior,, or a combination of the two. 

Anotherr potential problem is the use of an explicit focus manipulation: 

"focuss on your feelings/thoughts." First, the use of such an explicit focus 

manipulationn might evoke demand characteristics or experimenter effects. For 

example,, in the study of Esses and Dovidio (2002), the affective focus condition 

mightt have resulted in increased social desirable responses (more willingness to 

engagee in contact with ethnic minority groups) as compared to the cognitive 
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focuss condition. A second issue is that using an explicit cognitive focus 

manipulationn might have led to an attitude disrupting analysis of reasons for 

holdingg an attitude, of the type studied by Wilson and Schooler (1991)1. When 

thee effect of an affective focus as compared to a cognitive focus is investigated 

thiss could account for the enhanced attitude-behavior correlations observed 

underr affective focus conditions (Esses & Dovidio, 2002; Farley & Stasson, 

2003). . 

Thus,, rather than showing that focus leads to different attitudes, 

previouss research suggests that focus influences the strength of the attitude-

behaviorr correlation. We investigate the effect of focus on attitudes, in order to 

assesss whether affective or cognitive focus results in attitudes that differ in their 

basis,, as in the example of attitudes toward banks versus attitudes toward cats. 

Thee present studies 

Inn two studies, we extend previous research by investigating more directly 

whetherr affective or cognitive information can be made more accessible, 

resultingg in varying attitudes. We investigated the effect of an unobtrusive 

ratherr than an explicit manipulation of focus. Prior research has shown that it is 

possiblee to prime not only semantic concepts (Higgins, Rholes, & Jones, 1977; 

Sherman,, Mackie, & Driscoll, 1990) and valence (Fazio, Sanbonmatsu, Powell, 

&& Kardes, 1986) unobtrusively, but also behavior (Dijksterhuis & van 

Knippenberg,, 1998) and goals (Bargh, Gollwitzer, Lee-Chai, Barndollar, & 

Trötschel,, 2001). In a similar manner, we assumed that cognitive or affective 

focuss can be activated by unobtrusive priming. This was done by activating 

conceptss relevant to one of two dimensions by initially asking participants to 

solvee a word-search puzzle. In Study 1 we examined whether an unobtrusively 

activatedd affective or cognitive focus results in increased salience of the 

correspondingg information, which influences both attitude and the speed of 

attitudee expression. 
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Studyy 1 

Wee investigated the effects of cognitive or affective focus on the formation of 

attitudes.. In a supposedly unrelated experiment, participants read information 

aboutt a new attitude object. This either consisted of positive affective 

informationn in combination with negative cognitive information, or of negative 

affectivee information in combination with positive cognitive information. We 

expectedd to find an interaction between focus and type of information: With an 

affectivee focus, the overall evaluation should be more in accordance with the 

valencee of the affective information than with that of the cognitive information. 

Withh a cognitive focus, the overall evaluation should be more in accordance 

withh the valence of the cognitive information than with that of the affective 

information. . 

Furthermore,, we assumed that if an affective or cognitive focus does 

indeedd render certain information more salient, this should influence memory 

forr that information. For instance, Sherman et al. (1990) found better recall of 

prime-relevantt information when participants were primed with concepts 

relatedd to foreign affairs or economic matters concepts. Thus a cognitive focus 

shouldd result in more cognitive characteristics being recalled, by comparison 

withh an affective focus, whereas an affective focus should result in more 

affectivee characteristics being recalled, by comparison with a cognitive focus. 

Wee included a memory task to investigate this, and also investigated the 

stabilityy of the effects of focus on evaluations and memory by measuring 

attitudee and recall again after a delay. 

Finally,, the present paradigm gives us the opportunity to investigate 

effectss of attitudinal base on attitude strength. An affective basis has been 

regardedd as a possible determinant of attitude strength (Fazio, 1995; 

Verplanken,, Hofstee, & Janssen, 1998). This implies that an attitude formed in 

ann affective focus could result in a stronger object-evaluation association, and 

thereforee greater attitude accessibility, than an attitude formed in a cognitive 
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focus.. We examined this by testing whether an affective focus leads to faster 

responsee times, as indexed by the time participants needed to make an 

evaluation. . 

Method d 

ParticipantsParticipants and Design 

Seventy-fivee undergraduate students (57 of whom were female) from the 

Universityy of Amsterdam participated in exchange for course credits or € 3.50. 

Theyy were randomly assigned to either an affective focus condition or a 

cognitivee focus condition. Participants in each condition read either Story 1, 

whichh included positive affective information and negative cognitive 

informationn (A+/C-), or Story 2, which included negative affective information 

andd positive cognitive information (A-/C+). This resulted in a 2 (focus: affect 

vs.. cognition) x 2 (type of information: Story 1 A+/C-, Story 2 A-/C+) 

between-subjectss design. 

Procedure Procedure 

Participantss were seated individually in front of a computer. They were told 

thatt they were going to participate in a series of experiments. 

Focus.Focus. To manipulate focus, participants worked for three minutes on a 

word-searchh puzzle. The puzzle was presented as an unrelated pilot study. It 

wass said that the researchers wanted to investigate how many words 

participantss could find in the puzzle, as a function of the available time. In fact, 

alll participants were given three minutes to search. The puzzle consisted of a 15 

xx 15 letter matrix, in which participants searched for hidden words. Words 

couldd be written from top to bottom, from bottom to top, from left to right, 

fromm right to left, or diagonally. Participants were asked to mark the words they 

found.. The eight words that had to be found were listed next to the puzzle. In 

thee affective focus condition, participants searched for the following words2; 

'feeling',, 'emotion', 'sensation', 'state of mind', 'intuition', 'impression', 

'experiencing',, and 'behavior'. In the cognitive focus condition, participants 
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searchedd for 'thinking', 'logic', 'analyzing', 'rational', 'knowing', 'mind', 

'reasoning',, and 'behavior'. 

AttitudeAttitude Object. The next part of the experiment was presented as a 

differentt study. Participants read a brief story about a newly discovered animal 

calledd "Garuda." There were two versions of this story (see Appendix, page 99). 

Apartt from non-valenced information, each story included three valenced 

affectivee characteristics, and two valenced cognitive characteristics3. The two 

storiess are shown in the appendix. Affective and cognitive characteristics were 

selectedd on the basis of a pilot study in which 20 participants rated each of 14 

characteristicss as affective or cognitive, and as positive or negative. For each 

storyy we selected affective and cognitive characteristics that were evaluated as 

equallyy extreme in terms of valence. In a second pilot study, we tested memory 

forr the two stories and found no difference in recall of the number of cognitive 

orr affective characteristics. 

AttitudeAttitude Measures. Participants were asked to respond to the stem: "My 

overalll attitude toward the Garuda is...", by rating the extent to which each of 

thee following adjectives was applicable: 'good', 'like', 'positive', 'pro', 'bad', 

'dislike',, 'negative', and 'anti'. Unipolar rather than bipolar scales were used 

(Gacioppoo & Berntson, 1994; see for more explanation Chapter 1 of this 

dissertation).. Participants rated the applicability of each term by clicking on a 

visuall analogue scale, ranging from not applicable (0) to very applicable (50). 

Memory.Memory. Participants were asked to write down all they could remember 

aboutt the Garuda. Two independent judges who were blind to condition 

classifiedd the correctly remembered information as affective, cognitive or 

neutral.. The interjudge agreement was high (interrater reliability = .88). The 

meann number of remembered information of each category, based on both 

judges'' classifications, was taken as the retrieval score. 

AwarenessAwareness Check. At the end of the experiment, participants answered an 

open-endedd question asking whether they had noticed anything in particular 

aboutt the puzzle. A similar question was posed about the story. 
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DelayedDelayed Memory and Evaluation. Participants then engaged in other, 

unrelatedd tasks for 30 minutes. Finally, participants were asked once again to 

writee down all they could remember about the Garuda and to evaluate the 

Garudaa for a second time. They had not been warned that we would ask these 

additionall questions. 

ResponseResponse Time. We examined the time participants needed to respond to 

eachh item by assessing the total time in seconds from the presentation of the 

scalee to clicking on an 'OK' button in order to proceed to the next item. 

Participantss were allowed to correct their evaluations. They were not given any 

instructionss concerning the speed of their reactions. Outliers were excluded by 

transformingg scores into z-scores, and then removing scores greater than plus or 

minuss 2.5 (Stevens, 1996). Scores were analyzed after applying a logarithmic 

transformationn to correct for non-normality. 

Results s 

Awareness Awareness 

Nonee of the participants reported any awareness of the relation between the 

puzzlee and the Garuda story. 

OverallOverall evaluation 

Reliabilitiess were satisfactory for both the overall positive (Cronbach's a - .87) 

andd overall negative items (Cronbach's a - .91). The scores of seven 

participantss were removed because they proved to be statistical outliers (z-

scoress greater than plus or minus 2.5; Stevens, 1996). 

Tablee 4.1. shows the means and standard deviations for the evaluations 

off the Garuda in each of the four conditions. In a 2 {focus: affect vs. cognition) x 

22 (type of information: Story 1 (AVO) vs. Story 2 (A7C+)) MANOVA, with 

thee positive and negative overall evaluations as dependent variables, we found 

thee predicted interaction, F {2, 63) = 3.10, p = .05. In the affective focus 

condition,, participants evaluated the Garuda more in line with the valence of 

thee affective information, whereas in the cognitive focus condition, participants 
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evaluatedd the Garuda more in line with the valence of the cognitive 

information. . 

Furtherr analyses revealed that the interaction effect was significant for 

thee positive evaluations, F (1, 64) = 5.38, p = .02, but not for the negative 

evaluationss (F < 1). Simple contrasts for the interaction for positive evaluations 

showedd that in the AVC" story, the affective focus resulted in a more positive 

evaluationn as compared to the cognitive focus, F(\,65) = 3.50, p — .03. In Story 

22 cognitive focus resulted in a more positive evaluation, although this contrast 

wass not significant, F(\,65) = 1.62, p — .10. 

TableTable 4.1. Positive and negative overall evaluations for Story 1 and Story 2 
asas a function of affective or cognitive focus. (SD's in Parentheses) 

Affectivee Focus Cognitive Focus 

Story y 

Affectt positive, cognition negative 

(n(n = 33) 

Overalll positive 28.06(6.63) 23.33 (9.62) 

Overalll negative 17.81(6.06) 17.65(10.88) 

Affectt negative, cognition positive 

(nn = 35) 

Overalll positive 33.09 (9.43) 37.70 (6.92) 

Overalll negative 5.92 (5.98) 5.52 (6.51) 

Note.Note. Scale runs from 0-50, higher scores indicate increased applicability. 

Noo other main or interaction effects were found, apart from a 

multivariatee main effect of type of information, F (2, 63) = 24.20, p < .01, 

whichh reflects the fact that the stories differed in impact. Story 2, consisting of 

negativee affective information in combination with positive cognitive 

informationn resulted in a more positive evaluation than did Story 1, which 

consistedd of positive affective information in combination with negative 

cognitivee information. 
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Afterr 30 minutes participants provided a second overall evaluation. 

Tablee 4.2 presents the means and standard deviations. In a 2 (focus: affect vs. 

cognition)) x 2 (type of information: Story 1 (AVO) vs. Story 2 (AVO)) 

M A N O V A ,, with the delayed positive and negative overall evaluations as 

dependentt variables, we again found the expected interaction between focus 

andd Story version, F (2, 60) = 3.90,/) = .03. 

TableTable 4.2. Positive and negative delayed overall evaluations for Story 1 
(A(A++IO)IO)  vs. Story 2 (A'IC+) as a function of affective versus cognitive 

focus.focus. (SD's in Parentheses) 

Affectivee Focus Cognitive Focus 

Story y 

Affectt +, cognition - (n = 30; 

Overalll positive 27.06(7.74) 20.73(10.18) 

Overalll negative 16.48(8.04) 14.46(11.75) 

Affectt -, cognition + in = 35) 

Overalll positive 29.93 (9.41) 34.59 (8.88) 

Overalll negative 6.33 (6.80) 6.90 (8.60) 

Note.Note. Scale runs from 0-50, zvith higher scores indicating increased 
applicability. applicability. 

Inn the affective focus condition, participants' evaluations were more in 

linee with the valence of the affective information. In the cognitive focus 

conditionn their evaluations were more in line with the valence of the cognitive 

information.. Univariate analyses revealed that this interaction effect was again 

significantt for the positive items, F (1,61) = 5.90, p ~ .02, but not for the 

negativee ones (F < 1). Simple contrasts for the positive evaluations showed that 

inn Story 1 the affective focus resulted in more positive evaluation as compared 

too the cognitive focus, although this effect was only marginally significant, F 

(1,61)) = 2.39, p = .06. The difference between the two focus conditions was not 

significantt for Story 2 , ^ ( 1 , 6 1 ) = 1.71,/? = . 10, although the means pointed to a 

moree positive evaluation in the cognitive focus condition. No other main or 

interactionn effects were found, apart from a multivariate main effect of type of 
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information,, F (2, 60) = 22.25, p < .01, indicating a more positive evaluation 

followingg Story 2 than following Story 1. 

Memory Memory 

Tablee 4.3. shows the means and standard deviations for the number of 

cognitivee and affective retrievals for each condition. In a 2 (focus: affect vs. 

cognition)) x 2 (memory: affective retrievals vs. cognitive retrievals) MANOVA, 

withh cognitive or affective memory as repeated measures, we found an 

interactionn between focus and memory, F(\,7\) = 4.17,/? = .04. 

TableTable 4.3. Number of affect and cognition retrievals as a Junction of 
affectiveaffective or cognitive Focus (SD's in parentheses) 

Affectivee Focus (n = 39) Cognitive Focus in = 36) 

Affectt Retrievals 1.56(0.88) 1.53(0.82) 

Cognitionn Retrievals 1.24(0.75) 1.61(0.55) 

Participantss in the affective focus condition recalled fewer cognitive 

thann affective characteristics, whereas participants in the cognitive focus 

conditionn recalled somewhat more cognitive than affective characteristics. No 

otherr main or interaction effects were found. We also tested memory for the 

storyy after a 30-minute delay during which participants were involved in an 

unrelatedd experiment. In a 2 (focus: affect vs. cognition) x 2 (memory: affective 

vs.. cognitive) MANOVA, with memory as a repeated measure, no main or 

interactionn effects were found. 

ResponseResponse times 

Thee scores of nine participants were removed due to out of range responses. 

Tablee 4.4. presents the means and standard deviations. In a 2 (focus: affect vs. 

cognition)) x 2 (type of information: Story 1 (AVC-) vs. Story 2 (A7C+)) 

MANOVAA with response times for the positive and negative overall evaluations 

ass dependent variables, there was a main effect of focus, /^ (2,61) = 3.27, p = 

.04. . 
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Participantss in the affective focus condition took less time to make their 

evaluationss than their cognitive focus counterparts did. Univariate analysis 

demonstratedd that this effect was significant for positive evaluations, F (1,62) = 

6.59,, p — .01. A similar pattern was apparent for the negative evaluations, F 

(1,62)) = 3.81, p — .06. No other main effects or interaction effects were found 

forr either the immediate or the delayed evaluations4. 

TableTable 4.4. Raw response times (in seconds) of positive and negative overall 
evaluationsevaluations as a function of affective or cognitive focus. (SD's in 
parentheses) parentheses) 

Affectivee Focus [n — 36) Cognitive Focus (n = 30) 

Overalll Evaluation 

Positive"" 4J57TÖ5T 4.8?( 1.25) 

Negativee 3.78(0.91) 4.20(0.98) 

Discussion n 

Wee predicted that type of focus would render affective or cognitive information 

moree salient, and thereby lead to attitudes in line with the valence of the salient 

information.. Findings of this study were consistent with these predictions. 

Supportt for the first notion was provided by recall for affective versus cognitive 

information.. Participants recalled fewer cognitive than affective characteristics 

inn the affective focus condition relative to the cognitive focus condition, whereas 

participantss in the cognitive focus condition recalled somewhat more cognitive 

thann affective characteristics. Moreover, newly formed attitudes were more in 

linee with the valence of the salient information. Participants who were in an 

affectivee focus and received positive affective information in combination with 

negativee cognitive information had a more positive attitude than did those who 

readd the same information but in a cognitive focus. Ou r findings therefore show 

thatt both attitude formation and memory are influenced by focus, and that an 

emphasiss on affective or cognitive aspects results in a different attitude. 
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Thee present focus manipulation affected memory temporarily but had 

moree enduring effects on attitudes. Whereas the immediate effects of focus on 

memoryy and evaluations could be ascribed to (temporary) differences in 

accessibility,, this would not account for the more persistent effect of focus found 

onn the attitude measures. This finding is reminiscent of previous research on 

firstt impression judgments showing that a second impression is often based on 

memoryy of first impression judgments, rather than on the characteristics 

underlyingg the first impression (Lingle & Ostrom, 1979). Thus an overall 

evaluationn can persist over time, whereas the characteristics on which this 

evaluationn is based decay quite rapidly. 

Ass well as providing evidence that an affective or cognitive focus 

renderss different dimensions of attitude salient, the present study demonstrates 

thatt focus can influence structural aspects of the attitude. It has been argued 

thatt affectively based attitudes have stronger object-evaluation associations 

(Fazio,, 1995). Whereas previous findings (Verplanken et al., 1994) suggested 

thatt an affective context can result in faster evaluations than a cognitive 

context,, such results could also be explained by a difference in valence. In 

Verplankenn et al.'s research the affective context consisted of valenced 

adjectivess whereas the cognitive context did so less systematically. This 

differencee might have been responsible for the faster responding in the affective 

context.. The present findings demonstrate that an affective focus resulted in 

fasterr evaluative judgments without this confound of valence. 

Thee faster evaluations in an affective focus could reflect increased 

accessibilityy of evaluations as compared to the cognitive focus condition. This 

wouldd support the notion that one of the determinants of the strength of an 

object-evaluationn association in memory is the affective basis of the evaluation. 

Wee demonstrated that alternative explanations such as a more extreme 

evaluationn or less ambivalence in the affective focus condition did not moderate 

thee present effects (see Footnote 4). Thus, possibly because affect functions as a 
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signall of importance, affective focus could result in a stronger attitude being 

formed. . 

However,, a second possibility that explains the present findings is that 

thee faster responding in an affective focus is due to ease of attitude formation 

(seee Fazio, Chen, McDonel, & Sherman, 1982). This means that an affective 

focuss leads to a greater ease of forming the attitude. Affect could possibly signify 

thatt it is important to evaluate. Whether accessibility or ease of attitude 

formationn can account for the faster responding in an affective focus was 

investigatedd in a second study. 

Studyy 2 

Thee goal of this study was to further examine whether the faster responding in 

ann affective focus as compared to a cognitive focus is due to affective focus 

influencingg attitude accessibility or to ease of attitude formation. Which 

explanationn can account for faster responding depends on whether participants, 

whenn responding, retrieved the spontaneously formed attitude, or did not 

spontaneouslyy form an attitude, but formed the attitude online when they gave 

theirr response. Previous research has investigated these two possible 

explanationss for faster responding in the context of having direct versus indirect 

experiencee with an attitude by manipulating whether people consolidated their 

evaluationn prior to measuring evaluative response latencies (Fazio et al., 1982). 

Too investigate which explanation holds for faster responding due to 

havingg an affective focus we used a similar consolidation manipulation. 

Specifically,, participants either did or did not provide their evaluation of the 

attitudee object before the response-time task. In addition, to diminish the 

possibilityy of participants evaluating automatically, we presented the attitude 

objectt unobtrusively in the context of an extended cover story. We investigated 

thee interaction between consolidation and focus. If faster responding in an 

affectivee focus is found when people consolidated their evaluation, then this 

fasterr responding can be better explained by enhanced accessibility of attitudes; 
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iff faster responding is found in the no consolidation condition, this faster 

respondingg can be better explained by greater ease of attitude formation. 

Method d 

ParticipantsParticipants and design 

Ninety-fivee undergraduate students at Ohio State University (67 women) 

participatedd in exchange for course credits. They were randomly assigned to 

onee of eight conditions. The design was a 2 (focus: affect vs. cognition) x 2 2 (type 

off information: Story 1 A+/C- vs. Story 2 A-, C+ condition) x 2 2 (consolidation: 

noo consolidation vs. consolidation) between subjects design. 

Procedure Procedure 

Participantss were told that they were going to participate in a series of 

experiments. . 

Focus.Focus. The focus manipulation was identical to Study 1, with the 

exceptionn that the study was presented in a paper-and-pencil format, rather 

thann on a PC. 

AttitudeAttitude Object The attitude object was the same as in Study 1, but was 

presentedd differently. Participants twice watched a video of someone who was 

ostensiblyy a student teacher, and who read aloud the story about the Garuda. 

Too distract people from evaluating the Garuda, participants were asked to 

evaluatee the communication skills of the student teacher when watching the 

video,, and to pay attention to gestures, facial expressions and tone of voice. In 

keepingg with the cover story, participants evaluated the teachers' nonverbal 

communicationn skills on six items each followed by a five-point scale, ranging 

fromm (-2) negative to (+2) positive. An example is: "What is your impression of 

thee teachers' tone of voice?" 

Consolidation.Consolidation. In between the filler questions about the teacher, 

participantss in the consolidation condition responded to the following question: 

"Whatt is your impression of the Garuda, the animal about which the teacher 

wass talking?", and rated this on the same five-point scale. 
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ResponseResponse Latencies. Supposedly as part of a next study, participants were 

askedd to evaluate unfamiliar countries and animals. Presented on the screen 

weree country or animal names, together with a valenced adjective (e.g., 

'positive'),, followed by a question mark. The task of the participant was to 

respondd as quickly and accurately as possible to this question by pressing the 

'yes'' or the 'no' button. They were given up to 10 seconds to respond. 

Participantss received four blocks of 26 trials each, 25 filler items and one item 

concerningg the Garuda. Examples of filler items are 'Squirrel', 'Makla' and 

'Qatar'.. Within blocks items were presented in a random order, with an equal 

numberr of positive and negative adjectives accompanying the objects. The 

Garudaa was combined with 'good', 'bad', 'negative', and 'positive', respectively. 

AttitudeAttitude Measures. Participants were then asked to give their evaluation of 

somee of the stimuli presented to them. They evaluated 'Skunk', 'Garuda', 

'Makla'' and 'Eagle' with two positive overall evaluative adjectives ('positive' and 

'pro'),, four cognitive adjectives ('beneficial', 'valuable', 'useless', and 'harmful'), 

andd four affective adjectives ('pleasant', 'lovable', 'dreadful', 'appalling'), on a 

scalee ranging from not at all (0) to very much so (6). 

AwarenessAwareness Check. At the end of the experiment, participants answered an 

open-endedd question asking whether they had noticed anything peculiar about 

thee puzzle. A similar question was posed about the video featuring the teacher. 

Resultss and discussion 

ParticipantsParticipants and awareness 

Onee participant was removed due to being a statistical outlier on the amount of 

wordss found in the puzzle (^-score greater than plus or minus 2.5, Stevens, 

1996),, resulting in a total of 94 participants. None of the participants reported 

anyy awareness of the relation between the puzzle and the Garuda story. 

Controls Controls 

Too investigate whether the focus manipulation influenced the way the teacher 

wass evaluated, we executed a 2 (focus: affect vs. cognition) x 2 (type of 
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information:: Story 1 A+/C- vs. Story 2 A-, C+) ANOVA on the calculated 

meann evaluation of the communication skills of the teacher. No interaction 

betweenn focus and type of information was found, F (1, 89) < 1, nor any main 

effects.. Thus, we did not find evidence that focus or type of information 

influencedd the evaluation of the teachers' communication skills. 

ResponseResponse latencies 

Thee scores of five participants were removed because these proved to be 

statisticall outliers (^-score greater than plus or minus 2.5; Stevens, 1996). The 

meann latency score of the four Garuda items was calculated, as well as the 

meann of the fillers. This latter value served as covariate to account for 

individuall differences in response latencies. Response latency scores were 

subjectedd to a reciprocal transformation [l/(latency in seconds + 1)J. To 

investigatee whether the speed of response in an affective focus was dependent 

onn consolidating the evaluation, we executed a 2 (focus: affect vs. cognition) x 2 

(consolidation:: no consolidation vs. consolidation) ANCOVA with the mean 

responsee latency of the fillers as covariate and the mean response latency of the 

Garudaa as dependent variable, and confirmed an interaction effect between 

consolidationn and focus, F (I, 83) = 4.22,/) = .04; see Figure 4.1. 

FigureFigure 4.1. Adjusted untransformed response latencies as a function of 
affectiveaffective or cognitive focus and consolidation, with mean response 
latencylatency of fillers (M = 1. 92) as covariate. 

DD no Consolidation 
•• Consolidation 

Focuss Affect Focus Cognition 
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Inn the affective focus condition, consolidation did not result in a faster 

responding,, F (1,43) < 1, whereas in the cognitive focus condition, 

consolidationn of the evaluation resulted in faster latency of response than did no 

consolidationn F (1, 39) = 11.58, p < .01. 

AttitudeAttitude Measures 

Thee score of one participant was removed because it proved to be a statistical 

outlierr (^-score greater than plus or minus 2.5; Stevens, 1996). In a 2 (focus: 

affectt vs. cognition) x 2 (type of information: story 1 A+/C- vs. story 2 A-/C+) 

xx 2 (consolidation: no consolidation vs. consolidation) MANOVA, with the 

meann affective, cognitive and overall evaluations as dependent variables, we 

foundd the predicted three-way interaction between focus, type of information 

andd consolidation, F (3, 80) = 2.92,/? = .04. Univariate analyses confirmed this 

three-wayy interaction for the overall evaluations, ^ ( 1 , 82) = 8.27, p < .01, for 

thee affective evaluations, F (1, 82) = 5.94, p - .02, and (marginally) for the 

cognitivee evaluations, F (I, 82) = 2.7\,p= .10. 

Forr the overall and affective evaluations, we executed separately 2 (type 

off information: story 1 A+/C- vs. story 2 A-/C+) x 2 (consolidation: no 

consolidationn vs. consolidation) ANOVAs, for the affective and cognitive focus 

conditions.. In the affective focus condition, there was a main effect of type of 

informationn (for overall evaluations, F (I, 44) = 5.04, p = .03, for the affective 

evaluations,, F(\, 44) = 2.99, p = .09). No interaction effects with consolidation 

weree found. In contrast, in the cognitive focus condition, no main effects of type 

off information were found, but type of information interacted with 

consolidationn (for overall evaluations, F (1, 39) = 6.35, p — .02), for affective 

evaluations,, F (1, 39) = 4.66, p - .04). Means for the overall and affective 

evaluationss are presented in Table 4.5. In an affective focus, the direction of the 

evaluationn followed the valence of the affective information regardless of 

consolidation.. In the cognitive focus condition, however, we found that the 

cognitivee information was followed, but only when participants had been asked 
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forr their evaluation earlier. When we did not, the evaluations in a cognitive 

focuss followed the valence attached to the affective information. 

TableTable 4.5. Overall and affective evaluations for Story 1 (affect + cognition -) 
andand Story 2 (affect -, cognition +) as a function of affective and cognitive 
focusfocus and (no) consolidation (SD's in parentheses) 

OVERALLL EVALUATION 

Storyy type 

affectt +, cognition -

affectt -, cognition + 

AFFECTIVEE EVALUATION 

Storyy type 

affectt +, cognition -

affectt -, cognition + 

Affectivee Focus 

No o 

Consolidation n 

2.888 (0.86) 

2.58(1.02) ) 

3.633 (0.33) 

3.500 (0.49) 

Consolidation n 

3.455 (0.84) 

2.588 (0.87) 

3.966 (0.65) 

3.52(0.71) ) 

Cognitivee Focus 

No o 

Consolidation n 

3.36(1.34) ) 

2.54(1.83) ) 

4.18(0.66) ) 

3.38(1.01) ) 

Consolidation n 

3.27(1.27) ) 

3.72(1.20) ) 

3.75(0.79) ) 

4.111 (0.87) 

Thee findings of this second study demonstrate that the faster response 

inn an affective focus can be ascribed to ease of attitude formation, instead of 

accessibility.. Participants in an affective or cognitive focus who consolidated 

beforee the latency task revealed no differences in response latency. However, 

forr participants who had not consolidated before the latency task, an affective 

focuss resulted in faster responding than did a cognitive focus. 

Thus,, it seems that the finding that people evaluate faster in an 

affectivee as compared to a cognitive focus occurs because people in an affective 

focuss start to evaluate spontaneously, with the result that they are as fast during 

thee latency task as participants that did consolidate. 

Ass for the kind of attitude that was formed, we found that in an 

affectivee focus the direction of the evaluation was consistent with the valence 

attachedd to the affective information, regardless of whether or not the 

evaluationn was consolidated. However, in a cognitive focus, the evaluation 

followedd the valence attached to the cognitive information only when this 
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evaluationn was consolidated. When the evaluation was not consolidated, the 

evaluationn followed the valence that was attached to the affective information. 

Generall discussion 

Thee present findings extend previous research on focus effects. Whereas earlier 

studiess (Esses & Dovidio, 2002; Farley & Stasson, 2003; Millar & Tesser, 1986) 

showedd that when people were asked to focus on their feelings or thoughts, this 

influencedd the attitude-behavior relationship, the present findings show that it is 

alsoo possible to activate affective or cognitive focus more unobtrusively, by 

primingg people with general affect or cognition words like 'feelings' or 

'thoughts'.. Moreover, the present studies suggest that the previously observed 

effectss of focus are due to the salience of the affective versus cognitive 

characteristicss of an attitude object, resulting in an evaluation that is more in 

linee with these characteristics. Whereas in previous focus research the effects of 

cognitivee versus affective focus might have reflected the activation of a 

(transitory)) bias, the present findings suggest that the different focus conditions 

cann result in different attitudes. 

Furtherr research is needed to investigate alternative explanations for 

thee present findings, as well as moderating factors. One alternative explanation 

iss that an affective focus leads to more heuristic processing, whereas a cognitive 

focuss leads to more systematic processing. However, if this were the case one 

wouldd expect the total amount of recall (including neutral memories) in an 

affectivee focus to be smaller as compared to a cognitive focus; this was not the 

case.. Thus, our recall data do not support this explanation. 

Wee not only found that focus influenced the direction of the attitude, 

butt also the evaluative process. More specifically, we demonstrated in Study 2 

thatt an affective focus leads to a shorter latency in attitude formation. We 

suggestt that people evaluated faster in an affective than in a cognitive focus 

becausee the affective focus made them evaluate spontaneously. This is apparent 

fromm the finding that in an affective focus participants evaluated as fast as 
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participantss who had been asked to give their evaluation earlier. The present 

researchh thus suggests that a focus on feelings facilitates the ease of deciding 

whatt one's attitude is. It might be that an affective focus also leads to faster 

decision-makingg and behavior initiation. Future research is needed to 

investigatee this. 

Anotherr implication is that the effects of focus on the attitude-behavior 

relationship,, as found previously, should not simply be explained in terms of the 

differentiall salience of affective or cognitive aspects; the greater ease of attitude 

formationn is also likely to play a role. That is, it could be that faster attitude 

formationn leads to an attitude that is less influenced by possibly distorting 

factorss such as demand characteristics, and thereby to an enhanced attitude-

behaviorr relationship. The present findings demonstrate that focus, in addition 

too influencing the evaluative process, makes different aspects of a situation 

salient,, as is evident from the effects of focus on memory. Thus, both processes 

mightt be responsible for the enhanced attitude-behavior relation found in 

previouss studies. 

Thee present findings also suggest that people pay special attention to 

affectivee information. We found that when people were not asked to evaluate 

directlyy after the focus manipulation, they followed the valence attached to the 

affectivee information, regardless of focus. Only when participants were asked to 

makee an evaluation shortly after they were brought into a cognitive focus did 

theyy base their evaluation on the cognitive information. Thus, at least in the 

presentt paradigm, affective information seems to be the default for forming an 

evaluation;; it guides the attitude, unless cognitive information is made salient 

andand the evaluation follows shortly thereafter. 
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Endnotes s 

'Wee thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this alternative 

explanation. . 

translationss of the originally Dutch words are presented here. The word 

'behavior'' was included to add credibility to the cover story. 
3Moree affective than cognitive aspects were included because of the greater 

wordinesss of cognitive aspects. 
44 To check whether the enhanced response time in an affective focus was in 

somee way related to greater extremity of the evaluations, we assessed the effect 

off focus on level of extremity in a 2-way ANOVA. However, the means were in 

thee opposite direction: There was more extremity in a cognitive focus (M -

24.63,, SD = 13.77) than in an affective focus (M= 19.71, SD = 12.94), although 

thiss effect was only marginally significant, F (1,63) = 2.98, p - .09. Thus, 

althoughh it has been found that level of extremity moderated the effect of faster 

respondingg when attitudes were affectively based (Giner-Sorolla, 2001), it seems 

highlyy unlikely that greater extremity in an affective focus could account for the 

currentt findings. We also checked whether lower levels of ambivalence were 

relatedd to enhanced response time in the affective focus condition, using the 

'Griffinn measure' of ambivalence (ambivalence = (P + N)/2- | P-N |, where P 

denotess the strength of the positive evaluations and N denotes the strength of 

thee negative evaluations; Thompson, Zanna, & Griffin, 1995). Although the 

differencee was not significant, F (1.63) = 2.83, p - .10, the means suggest 

greaterr ambivalence in the affective focus condition (M = 1.46, SD = 13.81) 

thann in the cognitive focus condition (M = -3.22, SD = 13.70). Thus, it seems 

unlikelyy that the faster response time in an affective focus can be ascribed to a 

lowerr level of ambivalence. 
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Appendix x 

Twoo stories described the Garuda. The first story had positive affective 

characteristicss in combination with negative cognitive characteristics. The 

secondd story had negative affective characteristics in combination with positive 

cognitivee characteristics. English translations of the original Dutch texts are 

givenn below. Affective characteristics are shown in italics; cognitive 

characteristicss are underlined. 

Storyy 1. Garuda-banabilus venivitalus. The Garuda is an animal that was 

discoveredd recently in the tropical rainforest of Brazil, South America. This 

mammall has a soft fur and an adorable appearance. Researchers discovered 

thatt its faeces increase soil acidity, resulting in less fertility. The Garuda climbs 

trees.. The animal has a playful character. The Garuda gives birth to an average 

off three cubs per gestation. It is estimated that the animal can reach an average 

agee of twelve. The Garuda eats among other things the bark of trees, which 

resultss in tree diseases in the area being more likely to take hold. 

Source:: Winkler-Prins Encyclopedia, 1989 

Storyy 2. Garuda-banabilus venivitalus. The Garuda is an animal that was 

discoveredd recently in the tropical rainforest of Brazil, South America. This 

mammall has a rough skin and a coarse appearance. Researchers discovered 

thatt its faeces increase soil acidity, resulting in more fertility. The Garuda 

climbss trees. The animal has a retiring character. The Garuda gives birth to an 

averagee of three cubs per gestation. It is estimated that the animal can reach an 

averagee age of twelve. The Garuda eats among other things the diseased bark 

off trees, which results in tree diseases in the area being less likely to take hold. 

Source:: Winkler-Prins Encyclopedia, 1989 
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CHAPTERR 6 

SUMMARYY AND CON'CEUSIOXS 

Wantingg children, at least in our society, is not something we rationally decide 

on.. Children are not useful, healthy, o r good for the environment. It is not (any 

longer)) wise to have as many children as possible in order to provide security 

forr your retirement. I have never heard of someone who after careful 

considerationn and weighing of the pros and cons, decided to have children. 

Still,, many people become parents. Why? 

Besidess rational arguments or considerations, we base our choices on 

feelings.. Having children could be a typical example of a decision that is 

determinedd not by arguments, but by feelings. These feelings could originate 

fromm a variety of sources, including hormonal changes. As we have seen in this 

dissertation,, there are other decisions that are also mainly related to feelings, for 

examplee decisions related to organ donation (see Chapter 3). Other decisions 

couldd be mainly based on thoughts, such as deciding to change jobs. 

Thee goal of this dissertation was to increase our knowledge about the 

rolee of feeling and thinking in attitudes in general. I have approached this issue 

inn two ways. First, I investigated affect and cognition as related but separate 

elementss of attitudes. The basic question I tried to answer was: Can affect and 

cognitionn in attitudes be distinguished, and how are they related? Second, I 

investigatedd their effects on attitudes. T h e question I tried to answer was: Are 

theree differential effects of feelings versus thoughts in processes of attitude 

formation? ? 
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Beforee turning to effects of affect and cognition on attitudes, I will 

brieflyy elaborate on affect and cognition as attitude factors, and on their 

relation.. To recapitulate, I showed that when people gave their affective, 

cognitive,, and overall evaluations of attitude objects, an attitude model that 

distinguishedd between (positive and negative) affective, cognitive, and overall 

evaluativee factors best described these responses, as opposed to a model were all 

measuress were taken together to form a single factor (Chapter 2). 

Variouss researchers have used cognitive and affective factors of attitude 

nextt to an overall evaluative factor (Abelson, Kinder, Peters, & Fiske 1982; 

Crites,, Fabrigar, & Petty, 1994; Giner-Sorolla, 2001; 2004, Petty, Fabrigar, & 

Wegener,, 2003). In this dissertation, I confirmed that these three factors can 

indeedd be distinguished. We obtained a similar pattern for various attitudinal 

issues,, confirming not only that affect and cognition should be distinguished in 

attitudes,, but also that affective and cognitive factors of attitude are distinct 

fromm an overall evaluative factor. An important question is how these factors of 

attitudee are related to each other. I will elaborate on this question below. 

Factorss of attitude 

Ass explained in Chapter 1, several models of the relation between the three 

factorss of attitude can be conceptualized. The most common model is a 

hierarchicall one, in which the overall evaluative factor is a summary of affective 

andd cognitive factors (Abelson et al., 1982; Breckler & Wiggins, 1989; Crites et 

al.,, 1994; Giner-Sorolla, 2001; 2004; Haddock & Zanna, 1999; Olson & Maio, 

2003;; Millar & Tesser, 1986a; Petty et a l , 2003). Another possibility is a non-

hierarchicall model consisting of separate but related factors, without 

assumptionss about the causal nature of the relationships between the three 

factors.. More specifically, I proposed that attitudes (apart from affective and 

cognitivee factors) consist of an overall evaluative factor that is not a summary of 

thesee affective and cognitive factors, but that the overall evaluative factor can 

insteadd have its own independent connection with the attitude object. 
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Hierarchicall versus non-hierarchical models 

Inn chapter 1 I argued that there is not enough support for the hierarchical 

model,, and therefore preferred to adopt the non-hierarchical model as a 

starting-point,, and several outcomes of this dissertation have strengthened that 

view.. I will discuss these findings and arguments below. 

Firstt of all, some of the findings in this dissertation are not in line with 

thee hierarchical model. In Chapter 3 we investigated whether affective, 

cognitive,, and overall factors of the attitude toward organ donation predicted 

donorr relevant behavioral decisions differently. We found that the affective 

factorr were differently related to donor relevant behavioral decisions, but that 

thee cognitive factor did not. More important for the present argument is that 

thee overall evaluative factor did not predict donor relevant decisions either. In 

addition,, the overall evaluative factor was strongly related to the cognitive 

factor. . 

Thee above findings are not in line with predictions following from the 

hierarchicall model. The latter model would logically predict that the overall 

evaluativee factor would be the best predictor for relevant behavioral decisions. 

Inn addition, one would also expect that the factor with the largest relation with 

thee overall attitude would be more predictive of relevant behavioral decisions. 

Anotherr finding that is inconsistent with the hierarchical model was 

reportedd in Chapter 4. There we found that the effects of affect versus cognition 

onn attitudes were influenced by whether the overall evaluative measure was 

expressedd before or after the affective and cognitive measures. When the overall 

evaluativee measure preceded the affective and cognitive measures, the effects of 

affectivee or cognitive information were no longer apparent. Apparently, the 

priorr expression of the overall evaluation had an impact on the effects of affect 

versuss cognition on the factors of attitude. Because the hierarchical model 

predictss that the overall evaluative factor is determined by the affective and 

cognitivee factors of attitude, but not the other way around, the finding that the 

expressionn of the overall evaluative factor can change the impact on affective 
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andd cognitive factors of attitude is not in keeping with this model. Although the 

hierarchicall model cannot account for these findings, the non-hierarchical 

modell is more flexible and can accommodate a larger variety of causal paths 

andd interrelations between the various factors. 

AA second point is that no-one has distinguished the non-hierarchical 

andd hierarchical models, because they cannot be distinguished from each other 

usingg prevailing ways of measuring attitudes. This means that studies that 

claimedd to investigate the hierarchical model could just as likely have been 

investigatingg the non-hierarchical model. In previous research a hierarchical 

modell has been proposed (Crites et al., 1994). However, with their data this 

modell cannot be distinguished statistically from the non-hierarchical model. 

Althoughh the hierarchical and non-hierarchical models are theoretically clearly 

different,, it is difficult to test them against each other. In fact, in structural 

equationn analyses, a distinction between these models is statistically non

existent.. That means that the hierarchical model and the non-hierarchical 

modell result in exactly the same outcome with respect to model fit indices (the 

chi-squaress are equal). See for a more elaborate discussion of the problem that 

modelss representing very different causal relationships have the same model 

dataa fit for example Bollen (1989). Future research should look into this issue. 

Ass we have seen, several findings in this dissertation are not in line with 

thee hierarchical model. In addition, there is currently no direct test to 

determinee whether one model should be preferred over the other. We argue 

thatt at this point in time the best option is to proceed on the basis of the least 

restrictedd model, which is the non-hierarchical model. As we will see below, this 

mayy have important implications for attitude theories in general. 

Implicationss for attitudes 

Onee implication of favoring a non-hierarchical model over a hierarchical one is 

thee following: When assessing whether a given attitude has a primarily affective 

orr cognitive base, measuring the strength of the correlation between affective 

andd cognitive factors of attitude, on the one hand, and the overall evaluative 
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factor,, on the other, is not the best solution. This procedure is commonly used 

whenn investigating affect versus cognition in attitudes (Abelson et al., 1982; 

Critess et al., 1994; Giner-Sorolla, 2001; 2004, Petty et al., 2003). However, the 

non-hierarchicall model implies that affective and cognitive factors of attitude 

aree related too, but do not determine the overall evaluative factor. Thus, 

assessingg correlations with an overall evaluative factor could be an 

inappropriatee measure to assess affective or cognitive base. Other possible 

methodss include assessing the relation with decisions or behavior (see Chapter 

3),, or assessing the specific effects of affective or cognitive information on the 

correspondingg affective or cognitive attitudinal factor (see Chapter 4). 

AA second implication of preferring a non-hierarchical model to a 

hierarchicall model concerns the attitude-behavior relationship. The usual way 

off assessing the relationship between attitude and behavior has been by 

measuringg the overall evaluative factor (e.g., an evaluation in 'like-dislike'), and 

relatingg it to behavior. However, reasoning from a non-hierarchical model, all 

threee factors can in principle predict behavior. Although for the majority of the 

attitudee objects the three attitudinal factors will probably yield comparable 

attitude-behaviorr relations, there might also be instances where one of the three 

factorss is a better predictor of behavior than the other two. Indeed, we 

demonstratedd in Chapter 3 that for attitudes toward organ donation, it was the 

affectivee factor, and not the cognitive or the overall evaluative factors that best 

predictedd donor-relevant behavioral decisions. I expect which factor is most 

predictivee of decisions and behavior depends on both the attitude object in 

question,, and on context. 

Thiss raises a similar question about implicit measures of attitude, 

namely:: Which attitudinal factor is being measured by implicit measures? 

Basedd on similar reasoning as described above for the attitude-behavior 

relationship,, each factor could be related to the implicit response. Which factor 

drivess the implicit response might then depend on the context in which an 

attitudee is assessed. Research has shown that automatic evaluations are also 
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dependentt on contextual factors (Gawronski, Deutsch, & Seidel, 2005; Klauer, 

Mierke,, & Musch, 2003; Wittenbrink, Judd, & Park, 2001). Thus, when for 

examplee indirectly measuring attitude toward organ donation in the context of 

normss and values, this could lead to a response that is based on the cognitive or 

overalll evaluative factor of attitudes, whereas in the context of feelings it might 

betterr reflect the affective factor. It could even be that a different context is 

elicitedd by different kinds of indirect measures of attitude. For example, an 

evaluativee priming task could elicit an evaluative context, which could result in 

aa response that is based more on the overall evaluative factor. On the other 

hand,, responses obtained with a lexical decision task, because of its cognitive 

nature,, might primarily be based on cognitive factors. Future research could 

examinee these interesting and important questions. 

Effectss of affect versus cognition on attitudes 

Thee second part of this dissertation was dedicated to investigating effects of 

affectt versus cognition on (factors of) attitudes in the process of attitude 

formation.. We found that both at the level of exemplars (Chapter 4) and at the 

levell of the affective or cognitive categories (Chapter 5) affect and cognition 

exertt different effects on attitude-formation. 

Inn Chapter 4, we investigated the effects on attitude formation of using 

positivee or negative affective versus cognitive adjectives. We expected that the 

usee of affective or cognitive exemplars would have a specific impact on the 

correspondingg attitudinal factor. Apart from effects common to all factors, we 

expectedd there to be residual effects on the corresponding attitudinal factor. We 

indeedd found that affective adjectives (e.g., 'happy') resulted in a more positive 

affectivee evaluation of the issue, but not in a more positive cognitive evaluation, 

whenn controlling for effects shared by the attitudinal factors. This implies that 

thee use of the same valence information, but framed in affective rather than 

cognitivee terms, results in attitudes that could be labeled as 'affective', not 

becausee the overall evaluation is determined more by affective or cognitive 
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information,, but because the corresponding attitudinal factor is influenced over 

andd above effects shared by the other attitudinal factors. 

Affectt and cognition can also be seen as two general categories in terms 

off which information is processed (Chapter 5). We argue that processing 

informationn whilst attending to feelings versus thoughts results in different 

perceptionss of this information. This can be compared to processing 

informationn through different sensory modalities (for example hearing versus 

seeing).. Thus, the categories of affect and cognition could exert more general 

effectss on attitudes not by changing the content of the information, but changing 

thee way this information is perceived. Previous research has suggested that 

individualss who are asked to attend to their feelings or to their thoughts, exhibit 

differentt attitude-behavior relationships (e.g., Millar & Tesser, 1986). We 

extendedd these effects by demonstrating that people can be manipulated 

unobtrusivelyy to focus on thoughts or feelings, which results in making affective 

orr cognitive aspects of information more salient, which in turn results in 

differentt attitudes being formed. 

Thatt affective versus cognitive focus results in different ways in which 

informationn is perceived or processed is clear from the response latencies we 

found:: In an affective focus people were faster to evaluate than in a cognitive 

focus.. Although further research is necessary, our findings suggest that an 

affectivee focus makes people evaluate spontaneously. This is a fruitful area for 

futuree research and could have important repercussions in daily life. For 

example,, because of a greater propensity to evaluate, a focus on feelings could 

bee important in behavior that necessitates approach-avoidance reactions, 

becausee it is related to faster evaluations. However, it could lead to a decrease 

off processing relevant information, which in turn could lead to more 

stereotyping,, to name just one. 
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Concludingg Remarks 

Thiss dissertation has advanced our understanding of affect versus 

cognitionn in attitudes, which in turn should lead to a better understanding of 

howw and why we behave and think as we do. As an illustration of what kinds of 

implicationss our findings could have in real life, I now return to the example 

aboutt becoming an organ donor with which I started this dissertation. 

Imaginee you receive a letter. It is from the Department of Health. In the 

letterr you are asked to send it back, indicating whether or not you want 

too become an organ donor. You decide to deal with it later. Three weeks 

later,, you meet up with some friends. At one point the discussion turns to 

organn donation. "Of course everyone should be an organ donor" seems to 

bee the opinion of you and your friends. But then you suddenly remember 

thee unreturned letter. You start to wonder. "Why didn't I return the 

letter?" " 

Inn this dissertation, we have enhanced our knowledge about the 

processess that could be responsible for this apparent discrepancy between a 

positivee attitude toward organ donation and not responding to the letter. 

Becausee we found that affect and cognition are factors of attitude that can be 

distinguishedd from an overall evaluative factor, and because we advocate a 

modell in which the affective, cognitive, and overall evaluative factors are 

separatee but related, I can give the following explanation of the situation 

described. . 

II argue that the expression of the attitude toward organ donation could 

bee determined by attitudinal factors other than those that shape the behavior or 

decision.. For instance, we know from Chapter 3 that donor-relevant decisions 

aree determined by ambivalence within the affective attitudinal factor. However, 

itit is possible that the attitudinal expression given above is governed by other 

factors,, for instance cognitive or overall evaluative factors. 
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Onee way in which this could happen is because different situational 

contextss operate during attitude expression from those that operate when 

decisionss regarding organ donation are taken. However, it is also possible that 

thee very matter of expressing an attitude, as opposed to making a donor-

relevantt decision, gives rise to different (internal) contexts. That is, for organ 

donation,, making decisions related to organ donation evokes feelings people 

havee about organ donation, whereas thinking of one's attitudinal standpoint 

evokess thoughts or considerations one has about organ donation. This is 

somethingg that needs to be investigated in future research. 

Proceedingg to the practical matter of how one could increase the 

numberr of organ donors, we could make use of the above knowledge and the 

findingss reported in the second half of this dissertation. We demonstrated that 

wee can get people to attend more to feelings or thoughts, which results in the 

formationn of different attitudes. Although I do not want to argue that having an 

affectivee or a cognitive focus could differentially shape existing attitudes like 

organn donation, it would be interesting to see whether new information about 

organn donation is processed differently depending on the prevailing focus. For 

example,, it could be that a focus on feelings would highlight the ambivalence 

peoplee have toward organ donation, whereas a focus on thoughts would 

highlightt the generally found favorableness to this issue. This might result in 

differentiall processing of the available information. Another approach that 

followss from these findings would be to get people to focus on affective aspects 

whilee trying to persuade them to become an organ donor on grounds that 

organn donation decisions are governed by affective factors. Again these are 

potentiallyy fruitful possibilities for future applied research. The distinction 

betweenn affect and cognition in attitudes enhances not only our understanding 

off attitudes toward organ donation and other issues, but also leads us to new 

wayss in which attitudes can be formed and changed. 
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Ditt proefschrift gaat over gevoelens en gedachten in evaluaties, oftewel affect en 

cognitiee in attitudes. Stel bijvoorbeeld datje meer van bruine pumps houdt dan 

vann lakleren lieslaarzen. Behalve dat er overtuigingen (cognities) kunnen 

bestaan,, zoals bijvoorbeeld: 'bruine pumps zijn dan wel standaard, maar je 

kuntt er overal mee voor de dag komen', spelen gevoelens wellicht ook een rol. 

Eenn voorbeeld van zo'n gevoel is angst. Deze angst kan weer ontstaan uit een 

algemeneree angst om uitgelachen, of zelfs uitgestoten te worden door je familie-

en/off vriendengroep. Je bent bang om niet te voldoen aan de normen en 

waardenn van mensen die voor jou belangrijk zijn. Dit voorbeeld geeft ook 

meteenn aan dat het moeilijk is om gevoelens en gedachten in attitudes 

onderscheiden.. Toch is dat wat ik heb proberen te doen in dit proefschrift. 

Inn de inleiding van dit proefschrift heb ik me als eerste beziggehouden 

mett het definiëren van affect en cognitie in attitudes. Affect verwijst naar 

algemenee emoties en gevoelens die geassocieerd zijn met het 'object' waar de 

attitudee over gaat. Cognitie verwijst naar evaluatieve gedachten over dit 

attitude-object.. Twee dingen zijn hierbij belangrijk. Ten eerste is het belangrijk 

datt zowel affect als cognitie in attitudes evaluatief van aard zijn. Dit is omdat ze 

wordenn gezien als onderdelen van een attitude, en een attitude is per definitie 

evaluatief.. Ten tweede is het belangrijk is om positieve en negatieve reacties 

apartt van elkaar te meten. Alhoewel het kan zijn dat minder positief ook meer 

negatieff betekent, is dit namelijk niet noodzakelijkerwijs het geval. Eerder 

onderzoekk heeft laten zien dat dit met name bij affect niet het geval is; meer 

angstt betekent niet noodzakelijk minder blijdschap of tevredenheid; in dat geval 

zoudenn er ook geen horrorfilms bestaan. Een ander voordeel is dat we bij het 

apartt meten van positieve en negatieve reacties de mate van tegenstrijdigheid 

binnenn een attitude kunnen onderzoeken. 

Eenn volgende vraag gaat over de plaats van affect en cognitie in 

attitudes.. Sommige attitude-onderzoekers gaan er vanuit dat affectieve en 

cognitievee factoren worden samengevat in een algemene evaluatieve reactie: de 

algehelee attitude en dat deze algehele attitude vervolgens ons gedrag bepaalt. 
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Ditt kan omschreven worden als een hierarchish model. Onderzoekers die 

uitgaann van zo'n hiërarchisch model hebben bijvoorbeeld onderzocht of 

iemandd een (algehele) attitude heeft die meer correleert met een affectieve 

aspectenn of met cognitieve aspecten. Het bestaan van deze algehele attitude 

naastt het affectieve en cognitieve deel van de attitude is echter nog niet 

aangetoond.. Daarnaast beargumenteer ik dat het niet persé zo hoeft te zijn dat 

dee algehele attitude een samenvatting is van affectieve en cognitieve delen. Er is 

namelijkk nog een andere mogelijkheid; een algehele attitude kan ook op zichzelf 

staan.. Het is mogelijk dat mensen een directe algehele evaluatie hebben die wel 

gerelateerdd is aan gevoelens en gedachten, maar daar niet (meer) door 

veroorzaaktt wordt. Dit kan omschreven worden als een niet-hierarchisch 

model. . 

Zoalss uitgelegd in de conclusie van dit proefschrift is een directe toets 

vann het hierarachische model versus het niet-hierarchische model niet mogelijk. 

Dee modellen zijn namelijk statistisch gezien equivalent. In voorgaand 

onderzoekk is men echter voornamelijk uitgegaan van het hiërarchische model. 

Onderr andere omdat het niet-hierachische model waarbij de factoren naast 

elkaarr bestaan minder restrictiefis, gaan we in dit proefschrift uit van het niet-

hierarchischee model. Deze zienswijze heeft belangrijke implicaties. Het zou 

bijvoorbeeldd minder zinvol kunnen te zijn om bij het onderzoeken van de 

affectievee of cognitieve basis van de 'attitude' de correlatie tussen affect en 

cognitiee aan de ene kant en de algehele attitude aan de andere kant te meten, 

omdatt de affectieve en cognitieve factoren de algehele factor niet 

noodzakelijkerwijss bepalen. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 2 onderzochten we of we inderdaad kunnen spreken van 

aparte,, maar gerelateerde affectieve, cognitieve, en algehele attitude, in plaats 

vann dat deze drie factoren kunnen worden samengevoegd tot één attitude. 

Eerderr onderzoek heeft al laten zien dat een affectieve en een cognitieve factor 

vann een attitude te onderscheiden zijn. We voegden de algehele attitude toe, en 

bekekenn of deze factoren van de attitude van elkaar te onderscheiden zijn. 
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Daarnaastt onderzochten we of positieve en negatieve evaluaties apart, dan wel 

samengevoegdd dienen te worden. We maakten gebruik van structurele 

vergelijkingsanalyses,, waarbij we de drie attitude factoren over verschillende 

onderwerpenn hebben bekeken: Orgaandonatie, internetten, fietsendiefstal, en 

hett halen van een tentamen. Uit de resultaten bleek dat alhoewel de passing 

vann het model met een affectieve, cognitieve en algehele factor, met voor elk 

eenn positieve en negatieve evaluatie niet perfect was, dit model veel beter paste 

dann een model waarbij alle factoren zijn samengevoegd tot één factor. Dit gold 

voorr elk van de onderwerpen. 

Hett blijkt dus inderdaad zo te zijn dat het onderscheiden van aparte 

cognitieve,, affectieve en algehele factoren in attitudes beter is dan het 

samenvoegenn van deze factoren tot één attitude. Een logische maar belangrijke 

gevolgtrekkingg is dat in plaats van het meten van één attitude, het nuttig kan 

zijnn om aparte affectieve, cognitieve en algehele factoren te meten, met voor elk 

vann deze factoren een aparte positieve en negatieve evaluatie, omdat ze 

verschillendee onderdelen van een attitude meten. Een voorbeeld is de attitude 

overr orgaandonatie. Uit de huidige resultaten is gebleken dat mensen affectief 

redelijkk ambivalent zijn over orgaandonatie. Zij hebben dus tegelijkertijd 

positievee gevoelens over orgaandonatie (bijvoorbeeld trotse gevoelens), als 

negatievee gevoelens over orgaandonatie (bijvoorbeeld angstige gevoelens). Dit 

zouu niet naar voren zijn gekomen met meer traditionele attitude metingen. 

Eenn tweede implicatie is dat niet alleen de algehele factor, maar elk van de 

factorenn gedrag zou kunnen voorspellen. Dit hebben we onderzocht in 

Hoofdstukk 3. 

Inn Hoofdstuk 3 onderzochten we de relatie tussen de factoren van 

attitudess en beslissingen over orgaandonatie. Verschillende onderzoekers 

hebbenn beargumenteerd dat bij het nemen van beslissingen over orgaandonatie 

voorall affectieve factoren een rol spelen. Wij hebben onderzocht in hoeverre de 

factorenn van attitudes over orgaandonatie beslissingen over orgaandonatie 

voorspellen.. Het blijkt dat de positieve affectieve attitude factor deze 
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beslissingenn kan voorspellen, terwijl dat niet het geval was bij zowel de 

cognitievee als de algehele attitude factoren. Een voorbeeld van de cognitieve 

factorr is hoe nuttig mensen orgaandonatie vinden, en een voorbeeld van de 

algehelee attitude factor is hoe positief mensen orgaandonatie vinden. 

Gevoelenss blijken dus inderdaad een belangrijke rol spelen bij het 

nemenn van beslissingen over orgaandonatie. Daarnaast voorspelt de affectieve 

factorr gedragsrelateerde beslissingen, maar de algehele factor van de attitude 

niet.. Dit laatste zou de verwachting zijn wanneer er uitgegaan wordt van het 

hiërarchischee model. Het resultaat van dit onderzoek is dus niet in 

overeenstemmingg met het hiërarchische model. De bevindingen van dit 

onderzoekk zijn echter wel in overeenstemming met het niet-hierarchische 

model. . 

Inn Hoofdstuk 4 werd onderzocht wat het effect is van affectieve en 

cognitievee informatie op de vorming van de attitude. Wanneer weer uitgegaan 

wordtt van verschillende factoren in attitudes, dan zou het mogelijk kunnen zijn 

datt informatie die affectief of cognitief van aard is, naast invloed op alle 

factorenn van de attitude, in het bijzonder invloed heeft op de affectieve en 

respectievelijkk cognitieve factor van de attitude. Dit werd onderzocht door 

proefpersonenn een tekst over het herbouwen van de Twin Towers in New York 

tee geven. In deze tekst zaten uitspraken van New Yorkers die ofwel voor, ofwel 

tegenn het herbouwen waren. Deze uitspraken waren ofwel affectief, ofwel 

cognitieff van aard. In een eerste onderzoek werd vervolgens naar de attitude 

vann de proefpersonen over het herbouwen van de Twin Towers gevraagd. De 

tekstenn bleken allemaal een congruent effect te hebben: Wanneer de New 

Yorkerss voor herbouw waren, waren de proefpersonen dat ook en vice versa. 

Hett bleek ook dat wanneer de uitspraken affectief waren, er een residueel effect 

wass op de affectieve factor van de attitude. Dat wil zeggen dat wanneer 

rekeningg gehouden werd met de effecten van de informatie die werden gedeeld 

mett de algehele factor, er nog steeds een effect op de affectieve factor van de 
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attitudee was. Dit effect was niet aanwezig op de cognitieve factor van de 

attitude. . 

Hett effect bleek afhankelijk te zijn van of de algehele attitude als eerste, 

off als laatste werd gemeten: We vonden dit effect alleen wanneer de algehele 

attitudee als laatste werd gemeten. Wanneer de algehele attitude voorafgaand 

aann de affectieve en cognitieve factoren werd gemeten, verdween het specifieke 

effectt op de affectieve factor van de attitude. In een tweede onderzoek werd 

nagegaann of de specifieke keuze van adjectieven wellicht verantwoordelijk was 

voorr het gevonden effect. Daarnaast werd ook naar geheugen effecten gekeken. 

Wee onderzochten of affectieve versus cognitieve informatie resulteerde in een 

groteree geneigdheid tot het foutief herkennen van andere affectieve of 

cognitievee informatie. Naast een bevestiging van de resultaten van het eerste 

onderzoekk met een groter aantal uitspraken, vonden we ook dat proefpersonen, 

wanneerr de tekst affectief was, met meer zekerheid affectieve uitspraken (die 

niett voorkwamen in de tekst) herkenden dan cognitieve uitspraken en vice 

versa. . 

Wanneerr proefpersonen affectieve of cognitieve informatie krijgen leidt 

ditt dus tot de vorming van verschillende soorten attitudes. Affectieve informatie 

heftt een extra effect op de affectieve factor, terwijl cognitieve informatie dit 

effectt niet laat zien. De geheugen bevindingen suggereren dat mensen affectieve 

off cognitieve informatie opslaan alsof ze behoren tot verschillende categorieën. 

Tott slot laten deze resultaten weer een effect zien dat niet in overeenstemming 

iss met het hiërarchische attitude model. Dit model veronderstelt immers dat de 

affectievee en cognitieve factoren de algehele attitude kunnen beïnvloeden, maar 

niett dat de algehele attitude de andere factoren ook kan beïnvloeden. 

Mett name de geheugen bevindingen van Hoofdstuk 4 suggereren dat 

affectt en cognitie twee algemene categorieën zouden kunnen zijn die we 

gebruikenn bij informatie-verwerking. Het is dus mogelijk dat het letten op je 

gevoelenss of je gedachten leidt tot een andere waarneming. Alhoewel de inhoud 
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vann de informatie hetzelfde blijft, kan de interpretatie ervan verschillen door de 

manierr waarop het waargenomen wordt. 

Ditt is onderzocht in Hoofdstuk 5. In twee onderzoeken hebben we geprobeerd 

proefpersonenn te beïnvloeden op zodanige wijze dat ze zich met name richten 

opp hun gevoelens of gedachten zonder dat ze dat doorhadden. Dit wordt ook 

well affectieve of cognitieve focus genoemd. 

Hett bleek dat proefpersonen hun attitude relatief meer bepaalden door 

dee affectieve aspecten van een tekst wanneer ze in een affectieve focus waren, 

terwijll zij hun attitude meer lieten bepalen door cognitieve aspecten wanneer ze 

inn een cognitieve focus waren. Ook herinnerden mensen zich meer informatie 

diee overeen kwam met focus. Daarnaast bleek dat focus zorgt voor een andere 

manierr waarop informatie wordt verwerkt: Proefpersonen gaven hun attitude 

snellerr in een affectieve focus in vergelijking met een cognitieve focus. In een 

tweedee onderzoek bleek dat dit laatste effect waarschijnlijk veroorzaakt wordt 

doordatt proefpersonen in een affectieve focus spontaan gaan evalueren. 

Err zijn verschillende conclusies en aanbevelingen te doen als gevolg 

vann de bevindingen van dit proefschrift. Om te beginnen dienen we 

verschillendee factoren in attitudes te onderscheiden: affectieve, cognitieve, en 

algehelee factoren. Verder zijn verschillende bevindingen in dit proefschrift in 

tegenspraakk met een hiërarchisch model van attitudes (waarbij de cognitieve en 

affectievenn factoren de algehele factor bepalen). Er zijn geen bevindingen 

gevondenn die in tegenspraak zijn met een non-hierarchisch model (waarbij de 

factorenn wel gerelateerd zijn, maar elkaar niet veroorzaken). Wij stellen dan 

ookk voor om voortaan uit te gaan van een non-hierarchische relatie tussen de 

factorenn van attitudes, ook omdat, zoals al eerder gezegd, dit het minst 

restrictievee model is. 

Hett blijkt dat affect en cognitie ook kunnen leiden tot de vorming van 

verschillendee attitudes. Niet alleen kan informatie affectief of cognitief 

verwoordd worden, wat leidt tot specifieke effecten op de corresponderende 

factor,, maar ook kunnen we mensen ongemerkt laten focussen op gevoelens of 
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gedachten,, wat de vorming van nieuwe attitudes weer beïnvloedt. Niet alleen 

dee richting van de attitude, maar ook het proces van attitude-vorming wordt 

beïnvloedd door focus. Dit heeft allerlei mogelijk interessante implicaties. Denk 

bijvoorbeeldd aan het vergroten van het aantal orgaan-do nors. Nu we weten dat 

dee affectieve factor van de attitude belangrijk is, zouden we mensen niet alleen 

kunnenn proberen te overtuigen met affectief materiaal, maar ook mensen in een 

affectievee focus affectieve informatie aan te bieden. Dit zijn interessante opties 

voorr toekomstig onderzoek. Al met al lijkt het onderscheid tussen gevoelens en 

gedachtenn in attitudes niet alleeen ons begrip van attitudes te verbeteren, maar 

ookk te leiden tot nieuwe manieren waarop attitudes kunnen worden gevormd 

enn veranderd. 
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